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TUESDAY,

EVERY-OTHER-DAY

Three Dollars a Year.

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, June 5, 1923.

Single Copies Three Cents

The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES

We have a small descriptive pamphlet which fully
describes this Clause and would be happy to furnish
a copy to any one absolutely free of charge. Call,
write or phone.

GEORGE ROBERTS & CO., INC.
INSURANCE
10 Limerock Street.

A

WEEK

BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

THE COINSURANCE CLAUSE EXPLAINED
Most Mercantile and Manufacturing establish
ments take advantage of the reduced rate granted by
Fire Insurance Companies for the use of the Coin
surance Clause. But few people fully understand
just how this clause applies.

ALL THE HOME NEW.

Rubscrlptlon $3 00 per year payable In ad
vance; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable
Communications upon topics of general Inter
est are solicited.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday mori.Vng, from 469 Main S:reet, Rock
land. Maine.
Entered nt the poetofBce in Rockland for cir
culation at second-class poetal rates

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882
The Free Press was established in 1855, and
In 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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CUSHING HAS SCARE

Phone 675.

Rockland, Me.

Forest Fire Sweeps Across
Town Burning Over 300
Acres — No Houses Were
Destroyed.
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The Little Flower Shop

SILSBY’S
309 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

f lowers for All Occasions
House Plants and

Bedding Plants
in season

WE EXCEL IN FLORAL DESIGN
50-tf

The town of Cushing had a bad
scare
Saturday.
when lire which
started on the back road on the Jesse
Derry place, between Wentworth's
Corner and South Warren, swept
across the town to the river, a dis
tance of about 2H miles. About 300
acres were burned over, consisting of
10 or 12 lots.
The fire is said to have been started
for the purpose of burning over a
blueberry patch,-and those who suf
fered losses were yesterday in con
sultation with attorneys to see what
can be done toward securing reim
bursement.
Every available man In the town of
Cushing turned out to fight the fire,
and roofs of the nearest houses were
kept constantly wet.
The great clouds of smoke, and even
the flames, could be seen for many
miles. The fire was especially spec
tacular when it reached one of the
large spruce groves in its pathway.
Many sightseers visited the scene of
the conflagration Sunday.

Many theories were advanced last
Friday to account for the dense haze,
which darkened the sky, and recalled
memories of the famous "yellow day1
of Sept. 6. 1881. Some attributed -t to
a forest fire over around Waldoboro,
but they shot wide of the mark, as the
smoke came from forest fires in On
tario and Minnesota. Boston was hav
ing the same sky, and it was not
caused by a Waldoboro fire.

Commencing June 6 the grocery
stores of Rockland will close Wednes
days at 12 o’clock noon.
66-67

Why Women Choose this Coupe
Easily handled in the maze of downtown traffic, this
Buick three-passenger four cylinder coupe is ideal for
a social afternoon call, a shopping trip or the various
other uses that a woman’s interests demand of her car.
The interior is upholstered with grey velours, set off
with attractive fittings. Heavy crown fenders, drum •
type head and cowl lamps give a touch of added
mr.artness to its outside appearance.

Above all, the perfect dependability, characteristic
of all Buick cars, makes this Coupe safe and certain
for women drivers.

Fours

Sixes

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART

FEATHER

MATTRESSES

PARK STREET
TEL 238

Vplume 78................. Number 67.

ROUND POND SCORCHED CHANGED INSULATORS GLIMPSING LOCAL CELEBRITIES—NO.12.

Many Buildings Destroyed By Smart Central Maine Crew
Saturday’s
Fire
Which
Did a Speedy Job On the
Caught In Portable Mill.
High Tension Line Sunday.
Many Rockland motorists went Sun
day to Round Pond to inspect the ruins
left by a fire which started In Bas
com's portable mill and spread for a
mile and a half, destroying six houses,
a schoolhouse and several barns.
Little could be done to check the
flames owing to the lack of fire ap
paratus, but hundreds of volunteers
with axes and buckets did what they
cculd to save the buildings. A brisk
wind blowing towards the shore car
ried the sparks from one house to
another. Flaming shingles were even
blown over to Loud's Island, a mile out
in the ocean, and set fire to the house
and barn of Venus Thompson, which
ere destroyed at a loss of $2500.
The workmen at the mills where the
fire started were at dinner and arrived
just in time to rescue 12 horses from
the blazing building. The mill was
burned to the ground and the loss is
estimated at $2000. The flames next
attacked the house and barn of Mrs.
Nancy Benner, which were destroyed.
Loss $500. The fire then spread to the
house of George H. Littlefield, which
as damaged to the extent of $500.
The buildings on the John Weber
estate a little further on were burned
ith a loss estimated at $2500. George
Munroe suffered a similar loss when
the fire reached his buildings. The
barn on Parker Venner's farm was
burned at a loss of $500. Buildings
on the James Richard estate were
damaged to the extent of $1000, those
of Newton Jones $600. and James Coggan's house was slightly burned with
only a small loss.
The little “Red Schoolhouse." a land
mark In Round Pond, was burned to
the ground, as was Melvin Munroe’s
house. In its wake the fire consumed
the valuable standing timber over an
rea of a mile, causing a heavy loss
of which no estimate could be given.
Great excitement prevailed for miles
around, people flocking to the scene of
the fire from Damariscotta, 10 miles
away, and all surrounding towns. The
fire spread to Peter Swenson's stone
quarry, destroying machinery valued
at $2500.

A LIMESTONE CORPORATION
Waldo County Agricultural Company,
organized at Belfast, to quarry or mine
limestone and pulverize the same for
agricultural purposes; capital stock.
$10,000, all common; nothing paid in;
par value of shares. $100; six shares
subscribed; directors—President. Oren
W. Ripley of Montville; treasurer,
ntasa S. Ileal of Belfast; clerk. Allen
H. Miller of Lincolnville; David H.
Heal and Fred E. Hardy of Lincolnille.

BOYS FOR ANNAPOLIS

Senator Fernald of Maine has been
asked to appoint seven Maine boys to
Annapolis. The candidates must be
from 16 to 20 years old, and may enter
on certificates of fitness from the prin
cipal of the Academy, high school or
college from which they are graduated.
Only such graduates are eligible.

Tho very carefully prepared plana of
the Central Maine Power Co. for its
insulation change on the transmission
line from Rockland to Waterville
worked with the prc-claion of a well
oiled machine. When the line was
“killed” at eight minutes before 4
o’clock Sunday fnorning some 300 well
fed, well .rested, fully equipped and
carefully instructed men sprang imto
action, and at 3.45 the job was com
pleted exactly as planned and the line
was in service again.,
The job was a big one and called for
a carefully worked out plan. Saturday
found the new insulators at the foot of
every pole from the Rockland power
station to 4 he last pole re-equipped in
Undon last fall. It saw each man who
was at work out of Rockland bunked
at the power station, numbered and in
structed as to his foreman and the 'ex
act duties he was to perform. It saw
tools marshaled in i>ackets with the
user’s name and number ready to
check out in the “wee strut’ ” hourjj of
Sunday morning.
At 3 a. m. Sunday the workers were
fed at Trainer’s restaurant and soon
thereafter checked onto their trucks
enroute to the previously assigned
IT
Mt
working ground. At 9 o’clock lunch
HREAT PLEASURE
was served by auto truck and at 1
o’clock all the cr. ws were given a sub
stantial dinner. At 3.45 the juice was
on and the line practically storm proof,
lightning proof and everything bui,
fool proof.
The new insulators are of the type
used on the Lewiston-Farmingdale
transmission line successfully the i>ast
two years. This line runs through a
country which has probably four elec
POPULAR toastmaster
trical storms to our one and has never
lo»t an -insulator. The new insulators
are of a very heavy porcelain with a
deep flare and a steel case with no
wood to split or decay. They carry a
33,000 volt load end are tested to stand
a 45,000 break down load. Thet com
pany expects hy means of this instal
lation to eliminate interruption of serv
ice due to electrical storms.
I - - Many interesting sidelights on the . . ■
big project develop. The traffic ordi
AN INCOME OF
9
narily handled hy the street cars was ,
Looked after by four motor cars im
ported from Augusta Saturday. These
machines with their big “CAR” plac
ards were much in evidence during th° I May now be obtained by investingabout $7000 in
■
day. The Rockland crew was drawn
from the local district. Bath, Bruns
Cities Service Co.
®
wick end Belfast.
If Sunday had ’
Six Per Cent Cumulative
■
dawned stormy the work wouhl have
PREFERRED STOCK
|
been impossu/ble and all the trouble I
and expense of siniil'ar preparation |
Ask Us About It
duplicated. Four sets of linemen and
six of ground men were kept in readi | Henry L. Doherty & Co. |i
ness for accident or emergency and an
VERNON E. RAND
|
other big crew did necessary repair
82 Devonshire Street, Boston
work and reconditioning which could
be done to advantage at this time. One
(7 ft ft
curious obstacle encountered was the
theft of many of the huge -insuluitors
which had been left at the poles Sat
RAYCHEL EMERSON
urday. These huge contraptions weigh
several pounds and cost the company Announces the opening of her Warren
several dollars apiece but are of no
possible value to anybody else. This Studio, where she will accept a limited
little emergency was prepared for, number of pupils until September 1st.
however, ar.d caused no delay in this
WARREN, ME.
48tf
line piece of line work.

$600 A YEAR

i

!

A. F. Ireland
66-71

PUBLIC AUTO

9885
f. o. b. Detroit

TEL. 787-W
NED COLSON
65-tf

PUBLIC CAR

DEMONSTRATION

I have a new Dodge Sedan for
Public Service. Will meet all boats
and trains and go anywhere by ap
pointment. Funerals a specialty.

When better automobiles are built, Buick will build them

BERT WARDWELL

Nothing we could say regard

Telephone 152-12
or Weymouth’. Candy Store, 156-M.
63-tf

ing the good Maxwell would

WE HAVE ALL MODELS ON OUR SHOW ROOM FLOOR FOR

KINEO
PIPELESS

has actively resumed the

FURNACES

General Practice of Law

The newest thing in
' House Heating

at 414 Main Street
Rockland, Me.

$135.00 to $185.00

in association with

Maxwell in the past two years.

OUR PRICES LOWEST
EVER OFFERED
No charge for labor except
carpenter work. Any price we
give is complete except for
amoke pipe.

Judge A. L. Miles

Call us for a
demonstration

To have your films promptly

V. F. STUDLEY
ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS

MAIN

STREET,

ROCKLAND

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE
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BEATEN AND ROBBED

Mrs. William A. McLain, Jr.,
Victim of Thugs In Her
Own Apartment—Left For
Dead.
The wife of a former Rocklanti man
figured as victim of a sensational as
sault and robbery case in Portland
Saturday. The Portland Sunday Tele
gram thus tells the story:
“In one of the most audacious day
light crimes in- the history of Portland
Mrs. William A. McLain, Jr., was beat
en into insensibility and robbed of
jewels valued at between $1,200 and
$1,500 a.t her apartment In the Wads
worth Apartments. Preble street, ac
cording to her r« |M>rt of the affair to
the pojice. Unalarmed hy the proxirrrity of occupants in adjoining apart
ments, two men, one of whom Mrs. McLain recognized, entered her apart
ment In the broad daylight of 3 in the
afternoon, beat her viciously, stole the
jewelry and made their escape un
molested.
"Gaining admission to-this apartment
as friendly visitors, the two men waited
until a woman caller had left the
apartment, according to Mrs. McLain,
and then pounded and beat her until
she was unconscious, after which they
made away wi't-h her jewelry.
“Although Mrs. McLain’s apartment
is within a few feet of 'the house ele
vator there is a corridor of some length
into the apartment itself and her
screams were unheard and she was un
able to summon help until late in 'the
afternoon.
“Mrs. McLatai who has been unable
to leave her apartment with the ex
ception of short periods after darkness
since the assault, was seen by a Tele
gram representative last evening but
refused upon advice of her attorney, to
make any statement other than to give
t he bare facts of 4he case. She stated
that she and a woirein companion were
in her room on the afternoon of the
crime and had their street clothes on
as they were about to go out. There
came a knock on the door and Mrs.
McLain opened it and found two men
-there. One of these men she knew
slightly hut the other she -had never
seen before. They expressed a desire
to talk with her and her companion left
the apartment.
“Her departure was followed by an
immediate attack, according to Mrs.
McLain, and in spite of her screams
for help she was beaten into an un
conscious condition. As soon as she
was sufficiently recovered she notified
the jiolice and they have since been
working on the case. Mrs. McLain
show’s plain signs of very rough treat
ment by her visitors and told -the Tele
gram representative that she fully toelieved that when they left her un
conscious in her apartment they were
of the opinion that she was dead.”

Apple blooms may be late this year
but they are wonderfully beautiful all
the same.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fall lo secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your Inner life with a bit
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.

FLYE’S

Worry so!

T. PAYSON

GARAGE,

ROCKLAND,

ME.

developed and printed
send or bring them to

BASK? IN FLORIDA

KISSING THE ROD
0 heart of mine, we shouldn't

EDW.

Telephone .713

278

accorded it by owners every
where. No car in the history
of motordom has made such

striking progress in public
confidence as has the good

PRICES FROM

Te

Five-Paosenger Touring I

match the enthusiastic praise
MR. S. T. KIMBALL

„

I

Now is the time to have your
feather beds
made over
into
feather mattresses;also Feather Beds
and Pillows Renovated. Hair Mat
tresses done over. If interested,
Telephone 25-5, THOMASTON

STUDEBAKER SPECIAL

4 Pass. Coupe • $1895
Pass. Roadster $865
2 Pass. Roadster $1175
Pass. Touring 885
7 Pass. Touring 1435
5 Pass. Touring 1195
Pass. Coupe - 1175
7 Pass. Sedan
Pass. Sedan - 1395
5 Pass. Touring
2195
Pass. Touring
Sport Roadster 1625
Sedan - - • 1935
Sedan • - • 1325
Sport Touring - 1675
Sport Roadster 1025
5 Pass. Sedan - 1985
Prices f, o. b. Buick Factories; government tax
to be added. Ask about the G. Af. A. C. Purchase
Plan, which provides for Deferred Payments.
D-15-45-NP

2
5
3
5
5

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

The Good

MAXWELL

IWhat we’ve missed of calm we couldn’t
Have, you know !
What we’ve met of stormy pain.
And of sorrow's driving rain,
We can better meet again.
If It blow!

We have erred In that dark hour
We have known.
When our tears fell with the shower.
All alone!—
Were not shine and shadow blent
As the gracious Master meant?
Let ns temper our content
With His own.
For. we know, not every morrow
Can be sad ;
So. forgetting all the sorrowr
We have had.
Let us fold away our fears.
And put by our foolish tears.
And through all the coming years
Just be glad.

—James Whitcomb Riley.

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIM EB-A-WEEK

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockland, June 5, 1923.
Personally appeared Frank 3. Ljnnie. wno on
oath declares that he Is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of June 2,
1923, there was printed a total of 5,990 copies.
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

Before me,

.BIBLE THOUGHT
—FOR TODAY—
) Thoughts Tner-orrzcd. will prove a
priceless heritage in after years.

tt

" ii ?.! : jjn 11

if r. 11~ n

SAYING GOODBYE: — Finally,
brethren, farewell. Be perfect, be of
good comfort, be of one mind, live in
peace: and the God of love and peace
shall be with you.—2 Cor. 13:11.
.
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Beginning in 1925 ten-year permits
.are to be granted to stock men who de
sire to graze cattle and sheep within
the national forcet-s. This announce
ment is made by the forestry service of
the VDepartment of Agriculture.
This hew policy is inaugurated hy Sec
retary 'Wallace for thia purpose of as
sisting the live stock industry to re
cover from its depression of the last
few years. The new ruling exa'tly
doubles the maximum period for which
grazing permits have been issued and
by so doing stabilizes the live stock in
dustry, making it possible for live
stock interests to plan ten years ahead
and thereby arrange their financial af
fairs with greater security.

MAINE TO MUNCIE

• —-----------

Communism is not prospering in this
country, and it bids fair not to get a
strong foothold so long as industrial
and financial conditions continue to
improve as they are now doing in the
latter half of President Harding's first
administration. Plenty of. work at
good wages brings contentment, and
men and women are not going to de
stroy contentment in order to advance
some new political theory. It is only
in periods of unemployment and low
wages that the arguments of the com
munist find a fertile field. At such
times workers lend a willing ear to
»
plausible schemes for Ihe betterment i f
their condition. We will always have
professional' agitators with us, but
wage earners in the enjoyment of Re
publican prosperity are going to note
the difference between their lot and
'that of the poor Russians. They will
hesitate a long time before attempting
to wreck the government that is pro
viding them with a contented liveli
hood.

Young People of Universal:st
Church To Attend Conven
tion in Indiana—Trip by

Auto.
As the congregation assembled at
the Universalist Church Sunday morn
ing the interest of each member was
centered upon a large 20-foot banner
displayed on the front wall of the au
ditorium, bearing these words:
• Rockland MAINE to MUNCIE •
•
Indiana
*
• For the 35th Annual Convention *
• of the Y. P. C. U. of the Univer- •
• .
salist Church.

The'banner was the means of an
nouncing the completion of the plans
of the local Christian Union to send
delegates by auto to their national
convention which is to be held in Mun
cie beginning July 11. The following
young men have been selected to go
as representatives: Ellis Mills. Rus
sell Stewart. Raymond Perry, and
Sidney Bird.
They will be accom
The process of refunding the allied panied by the pastor of the church.
debts of the United States shows sat Rev. John M. Ratcliff, who is a membeP of the national executive commit
isfactory symptoms.
A commission tee of the Universalist Young People's
from Czecho Slovakia has reached Union.
The plan is to make the extended
Washington ready to discuss terms for
trip, which will require 2500 miles of
repayment of the |106,000,000 owed by
travel and three weeks' time, by auto. I
that country. Italian officials have sig The' party will have an up-to-date
nified the intention of their government camping outfit and will take advan
to make repayment in full, provided tage of the tourist parks which are
municipal institutions in many cities.
they are offered as lenient terms as
They will be joined by other auto
those accorded to Great Rritain. At parties bound for the convention and
the time of the British negotiations it before their destination is reached they
was indicated that the settlement expect to be a part of a large caravan.
While the religious convention is the
would probably form a precedent for main objective of the journey, no op
arrangements with other debtor gov portunity will be, lost to make the trip
ernments. Whenever Italy chooses to one of great educational value. Ar
send its commission here, there is like rangements are being made through
Chambers of Commerce and other
ly to be no delay in arriving at a agencies to visit the points of great
mutual agreement. France and Bel est interest along the way. Visits to
gium will then be the principal debtors the Universalist Publishing House in
Coston, the State Capilul in Albany,
which have failed to refund their ob
N. Y., the plants of the General Elec
ligations.
tric Company and the-American Lo
comotive Works in Sehneciady, N.
Information supplied by the Depart Y., Syracuse University and type
ment of Commerce in aid of American writer factories in Syracuse, N. Y„ a
half-day at Niagara Falls, stops at
manufacturers desirious of supplying Ashtabula, O„ to see the great ore
the foreign market is of a very practi docks, and at Akron. O., to visit the
cal and definite soft. The Bureau of large rubber factories and the muni
Foreign and Domestic Commerce has cipal university, and a view of Presi
dent Harding's home in Marion, O..
compiled a list of more than 200 Amer are among the events scheduled for
ican products that are wanted by for the trip before arrival in Muncie which
eign purchasers. In each instance con is a city of many factories and indus
tries.
fidential information can be obtained
A unique plan is being used to pay
from offices of the Bureau in 33 cities. the transportation expenses of the trip,
The data has been compiled from the the personal expenses being paid by
Mileage
reports of American commissioners, at the delegates themselves.
ecupons have been issued which bear
taches, and consuls from all parts of
the words, "One Mile Nearer MUNCIE
the world. Of course general infor for 1923 Y. P. C. U. Convention."
mation for the benefit of exporters is These coupons are being sold for live
always available at the Department, cents per mile, and the progress of
the sales is being recorder upon a
but the effort to bring the individual chart.
At the last accounting the
manufacturer and .buyer into communi chart indicated that Springfield. Mass.,
cation is an innovation and promises to had been reached, over 300 miles from
Rockland and about one-fourth of the
result in scores of sales.
distance to Muncie.
The Boston Chamber of Commerce
now pre poses airplane communication
between the business and industrial
centers of New England and the sum
mer resorts. One of the lines would be
from Boston to Bangor, via Rockland
The running time to Rockland is given
as one and one-half hours, under which
arrangement the Boston stockbroker
could wait until the "market" closes
and then run down to the Samoset for
dinner. Whether this proposition was
conceived at a noonday lunch, or
whether it is a 'midsummer night’s
dream, nobody would dare prophesy
■that it Is Impracticable. Ever since
that non-stop flight across the conti
nent in 26 hours the crop of doubting
Thomases has materially decreased.
Folks who stood on the curbstones
Sunday, waiting for a trolled car, in
absent minded disregard of the many
published notices that the power was to
be shut off that day. had a good opi>ortunlty to appreciate what a valuable
factor the electric railway is in a com
munity.
It sometimes seems as if
"everybody" is riding in automobiles,
but when all is said and done the great
bulk of the traffic is done by street
cars, which go at a given time, to a
given place, and for the same price, re
gardless of the gasoline quotations.
The doom of the "broomstick" line is
not yet.

It may be that tlie Ku Klux Kian
has great numerical strength in Penob
scot county, but it is apparently not
sufficient to convince the mayor of
Brewer that he ought to let the Klux
members have city hall in which to
hold their meetings. Nor will the or
ganization make good its threat, or its
promise—whichever it Is—'to build
large tabernacle on the outskirts of
Bangor.

BOYS’ & YOUTHS’

Lace To the Toe
(White or Brown)

Tennis Shoes $1.25
Other Styles

85c to $1.98
We are having a grand sale on

those
WOMEN’S BROWN SIDE
OXFORDS (Rubber Heel) for

$1.98
They Are a Good Trade
Ladies', Misses’ and Children’s

OXFORDS AND PUMPS
All the New Novelties at

EVERYDAY PRICES
Misses’ and Children’s
BROWN CALF PLAY
OXFORDS

Sizes 5 to 8
Sizes 5 to 8.............................. 51.00
8/2 to 11 ...........................$1.25
11'/2 to 2 .......................... $1.35

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT

Boston Shoe Store
’78 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

DONSON
The Reliable and Satisfactory

During the first three months of this
year the volume of merchandise landed
Psychic and Spiritual
at Boston was nearly double that of
the corresponding period of a year ago
and—this seems to be the verdict of
Can be consulted every Tuesday and
other ports. Yet there were some
Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
critics who gloomily informed the
29 PARK STREET
world 'that Republican tariff would
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 7WW
stifle trade.

MEDIUM

THREE

LEAGUES

IN

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

PROGRESS

Thomaston High Wins Pennant In One, Union High Leads
In Another, and Knox Electrics Are On Top In the Twi

FIFTY BEAUTIFUL NEW RUGS
A shipment of hand
some carpet size rugs
, have just arrived from
I the mill.
They are
priced very low.

light League.
on account of an ill turn. O. Record
made a poor throw on Clark's grounder,
and the Camden man w as safe tit first.
I SAW BILL WILLIAMS
Ip advanced on a stolen base, and
-I
scored when Dodge hit a grounder to
at the Camden-Rockland game
right field. .The bill wan handled in
Saturday, and I saw him make
fine style by Fred Stewart, and Dodge
one beautiful stop while playing
was retired at first on what would or
the role of catcher's fence. Bill
dinarily have been a hit. Fred Stew
used to play baseball, but not on
art's unexpected entrance into the
a regular team, as his duties as
game gave him chance for another dis
fisherman did not leave him
tinguishing play, a 'running catch of
long enough in any one port.
Richards' fly to right center. This
Among the fishermen were many
saved a tie score, and possibly the
good ball players, and there was
ga me.
always a game when they made
Thurston dirt a good stunt in holding
port, especially if it was BoothRockland to four hits, and Flanagan
bay Harbor. Bill's position was
was pitching almost airtight hall until
in the outfield, just as far out as
that onslaught in'the Sth. The score:
he could get, to use his own ex
pression. His baseball days are
Rockland High
over, but he does not lack exer
ah r bh tb po a e
cise, for he spends much of his
Fk. Stewart lb... 4 1 12 8 10
time running after Elwell, the
Fd. Stewart rf .... 0 0 0 0
1 1 0
barber.
C. Re-ord 2b........ 3 1 0 0
1 1 1
Flanagan p, rf...". 4 1 1 12 2 0
• •
O. Record ss.......... 4 0 0 0
2 1 4
• • • •
Knight c ................ 4 0 0 0 12 0 0
Electrics 15, Texacos 4
Massalin cf .......... 4 1 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0
The Texacos. still crippled by the un- Thornton 3 b ........ 3 0 0 0
0 1 1
tvoidable absence of several players Rising rf, p............ 3 1 0 0
ol.’ered only a feeble resistance'to the Montgomery if... 4 1 1 1100
Knox Electrics in the Twilight League
33
4 6
8 6
last night. Pelley made his initial ap
Camden High
pearance in ihe box. and looked good,
but he only stayed four innings, as the Leonard 3b............ 3 1 0 0 0 1 2
Electrics then had on overwhelming Stockwell lb ........ 4 2 2 2 10 0 0
1 3 3 3
lead. His fielding, batting and all Clark ss.................. 4 2 1
1 6 0 2
around work stamp him as a valuable Dodge c.................. 5 1 1
Thurston p............ I 0 2 2 I 1 1
reinforcement for the railway team.
The real feature of the game was Richards 2b.......... 5 0 0 0 1 7 0
1 2 0 0
Cottrell's home run. Flanagan fed him Ames If .................. 4 0 1
the exact kind of a ball he wanted, and Gerrish cf.............. 4 0 0 0 1 0 0
bingl the old apple disappeared over Eabb rf .................. 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
the tree tops in left field for the sea
36 6 7 7 24 12 8
son's first home run. Robinson was
also having a gala night at bat. mak Rockland.............. 00420001 x—7
ing a single, double and triple in four Camden ................ 0000010 4 1—6
Two-base hits, Frank Stewart, O.
trips to the plate. Knight, the young
High school catcher, did a surprisingly Record. Bases-on balls, off Flanagan 2,
good chore behind the bat, and also off Thurston 3. Struck out. by Flana
hit safely in both times at bat. The gan 8, by Rising 3, by Thurston 6.
Stolen bases, by Frank Stewart, Flan
score:
agan. Stockwell 2. Clark 2, Thurston 2.
Knox Electrics
Double plays. Rising, Frank Stewart
ab r bh tb po
and Knight; Clark. Richards and
Averill 2b............. . 3
o
Stockwell. Umpires, Kenney and Ken
Poster lb .. ..........
nedy. Scorer, Winslow.
O. Record ss .... . 4
• < • •
Pelley p, 2b .... . 4
Thomaston 12, Vinalhaven 5
Thornton If .... . 4 2 3
Louraine 3b .... . 4
With this game Thomaston High
Allen cf.............. . 4
School clincher! the pennant in the
Flanagan lb, p . . 4
Knox and Lincoln League. The score
Robinson c......... .. 4
sounds as if it were done in a walk, but
Kalloeh rf........... .. 3
n analysis of the score shows that
inalha.ven had a lead of 4 to 2 when
34 15 14 20 18 10 3 the Sth inning opr ned and that it was
We’re long on white trousers, hence
Texacos
not until the 7't.h inning t'hat the
3 111
0 2 champions were able to shake oft their
we can give yen short prices.
Dimick ss
Fitzgerald cf......... 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 pursue rs.
Good weight, rightly tailored and
3 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hanson If
The Islanders hit Feehan harder than
qit accordingly to the latest man
3 1 1 4 1 1 1 any other team which has faced him
Cottrell 3b
date of fashion.
McLoon rf, 2b .... 3 0 0 0 1 1 2 this season, but had troubles of their
Skinner lb ........... 2 0 0 0 8 0 1 own when that 7th inning swatfest
White flannel $10.00.
C. Record 2b. rf . 2 0 0 0 4 0 1 began and the Thomastonians piled up
9 1 9 2 1 9 o
White duck $3.00.
Knight c
seven runs,
2 1 0 0 1 5 0
McLoud
i>
Immediately after the game Feehan
Grey flannel $5.C0.
was elected captain for next year—a
Knickerbockers $5.00 to $7.50.
23 4
8 18 9
deserved tribute to the splendid work
0 3 8 0 4 0—15 he has twice done toward securing the
Electrics • • •
For men and women.
Te xacos ... • • • • <•
0 0 0 0 1 3—4 penant.
And a large assortment of trousers
Two-base hi ui„ O. Record. Pelley, The score:
Thornton Robinson. Three-base hit.
in worsteds and cassimeres to
Thomaston High
Robinson. Home run. Cottrell. Bases
ab r bh tl) |x> a
match or contrast with your coat.
cn balls, off McLoud 2. Struck out, by Lindsey, ss........... 4 2
2 3 1 2
Straw Hats.
Pelley 2, by Flanagan 2, by McLoud 3. Condon, cf ............. 5 2 2 3 3 0
Wild
pitch,
McLoud.
Passed
balls,
Bathing Suits.
Newbert, lb........ 5 2. 1 1 5 0
Robinson. Stolen base. McLoud. Um Libby, rf................. 5 1
1 1 0 0
pires. Browne and Snow.
Scorer, Feehan. ip............ 5 1
2 3 1 2
Winslow,
R’isteen, c................. 5 1
1 1 16 1
Webb. 3b ............... 5 1
1 1 1 0
Wilfred Bouchard has returned to his Hall, If..................... 5 1
1 1 0 0
home in New Bedford, and the serv Stone, 2b................. 4 2
0 0 0 1
ices of a brilliant ball player are thus
lost to the Twilight League. His de
42 13 II 14 27 6
cision not to si>end the summer in
Vinalhaven High
Rockland was unknown to hut few. and
ab r bh tb po a
will cause very general disppointment J. Smith, ss........ 5 2 3 4 2 1
• . ♦ •
Snow, c ................... 5 1 2 3 10 1
The general structure cf the memo
Patrons of the Twilight League will Amlro. If................. 4 1 2 3 1 (
rial gymnasiirtn to be built at Hebron
Academy will be designed in brick and learn with much regret that Vernon Boutelier, p ........... 3 1 1 1 0 1
concrete. Red brick will be used for Hart is not to be in the game this Sanborn, cf........... 4 0 0 0 0 (
the exterior wall laid to a linished sur season, business affairs preventing. An Trefrey, 3b .......... 4 0 1 1 0 (
face iniide with the bricks exposed. excellent backstop, heavy batter and K. Smith, 2b....... 4 0 0 0 1 i
Very little plastering or interior trim speedy baserunner, he has been a valu Gilchrest, rf........ 4 0 1 3 3 (
will be used. The* red brick on the able adjunct to local baseball ever since Arey lb................... 4 0 0 0 6 (
exterior will be relieved by artificial he flashed onto the diamond with the
37 5 10 15 *23 !
stone trim. The roof will be flat tar High School team.
* • * •
• Libby out on infield fly.
and gravel. The entrance is through a
Thomaston .... 03003070 x—12
Knox and Lincoln League
Memorial vestibule where a large me
morial tablet will be located with op
Saturday's game in Thomaston gave Vinalhaven .... 10400000 0—
Two-base hits. Lindsey. Feehan. J.
portunity on the side walls for other Principal Sturtevant's team the undis
tablets as may be desired. These tab puted championship of the Knox and Smith. Snow, Amiro. Three-base hit.
lets will bear the names of subscribers Lincoln League for a sdcond successive Gilchrest. Stolen bases. Lindsey, Fee
to the fund now being raised to build season. The Thomaston team started han. Risteen 2, J. Smith 2, Boutelier.
the gymnasium and to endow additional the season with only three veterans, Bases on balls, off Feehan 1, off Boute
scholarships at the Academy.
The and is entitl 'd to an immense amoun lier 4. Struck out, by Feehan I t* by
William Edward Sdrgent Gymnasium of credit for-copping the pennant in Boutelier 8. Passed balls, Risteen 2.
is to be built from the proceeds of the such decisive fashion. Immediately af Umpires Gleason and Dyer.
* * * *
fund raising campaign now in prog ter the game Feehan was elected cap
Warren 14, Rockport 10
ress. Particular attention is called to tain for next season, an honor which
In the Secondary League at Warren
the spacious baseball cage and cinder he has richly earned.
track which will provide all-the-yearInterest now centers on the close race Saturday the 'home team defeated
round facilities for practice in those for second position, for which three Rockport High 14 to 10, making 11 of
particular branches of athletics. The teams are now tied—Vinalhaven High its runs in a single inning. The bat
swimming pool on the ground floor is Lincoln Academy and Rockland High teries were McKinney and Brown;
another noteworthy feature of the Rockland's chances are the least favor Berry and Moody.
....
bulding as well as the stage with its able for she has to play both of her
Union 13, St. George 6
24-foot proscenium at the end of the remaining games out of town. On the
Union High chalked up another vic
gymnasium dn the main floor.
other hand Rockland High, with its
present team ought to have been sparr tory Saturday when it took over St.
It would require a page to enumer ing for first place—not second. The George 13 to 6. Union smacked the
ate the “thrills” which occur in standing:
old apple for 14 hits. Newbert pitched
“Down To the Sea in Ships.” Mo
a strong game for Union; he also col
Won Lost
tion picture patrons who did not see Thomaston High........... 6
lected four hits. His partner in the
1
this extraordinary attraction at Strand Vinalhaven High........... i 3
heavy batting was Grinnell, Union's
3
Theatre yest rday have further oppor Lincoln Academy ........... 3 3
right fielder.
For St. George A.
tunities today and tomorrow. “For’ Rickland High ................. 3 3
Thomas and Rogers played well. The
sensations it is the best yet,” writes, Camden High..................
score:
0 5
one critic.
Union ................. 0 0 1 4 0 1 0 3 4-4-43
....
St. George....... 010120002 — 6
Rockland 7, Camden 6
Hits, Union 14. St. George 8. Errors,
Camden High was a hopeless
Union 6,' St. George 10.
Batteries,
ender in Saturday’s battle on
Newbert and Overlock; A. Simmons
Broadway ground until the Sth inning, and Rogers.
when the lads from the mountain-tow
• • • •
suddenly found the combination t
Union plays Rockport at Oakland
Flanagan's curves and drove the Rock Park Wednesday, June 6, and Rock
land piiteher off the mound. When port in Union Saturday, June 9.
Rising came in from right field to take
• • • •
up the cudgels the score was 6 to 4 in
Willey of Camden pitched Hebron
Rockland's favor, but the bases were
clogged with Camden men and ther Academy to victory over Edward Little
High School of Auburn Saturday, in
was nobodj- out.
Time
It was a trying situation for any Auburn, the score being 2 to 1. Willey
,to Re-tire?
pitcher, but Rising relieved the tensity had 11 strikeouts.
• * • •
(Buy F,*k>
of it, somewhat, by fanning Richards
Fveaat
■««,
George
Boynton
eatne down with the
the first man who faced him. Ames
came across with a single which sen Camden High School team, Saturday
Dodge home, and Rockland's lead was looking a bit peaked, as one might ex
pect considering that he has been laid
reduced to the very slender margin
one point. Gerrish fanned, but Babb up practically all winter with inflam
The popular
walked, and once more the bases were matory rheumatism.
full, with the festive Leonard at bat Camden twirler. who is incidentally one
There was a wicked glitter in his eyes, of the squarest sports that town ever
but Rising sent ’em quick and fast, and produced, will probably not be seen on
Leonard did not connect. It was near the mound this season, much to every
est however that Camden had come to body's regret. Our best wishes for
victory in the Knox and Lincoln the early recovery of his health.
League.
Errors gave' Rockland another score
in her half of the Sth, and the last in
ning opened with the score 7 to 5 in
Rockland's favor.
,
"KEEP KLEEN KUFFS" and
Tlie visitors still had some "kick" left
“SLIP-ON SLEEVELETS”
in them, however. Stockwell hit to
Made to order for Mon and Women
Thornton who made one of his pretty
Write for free booklet to
FOR SALE $Y
heaves across the diamond for a putTHE UTILITY SLEEVE CO.. Manufacturers
ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
out. The ball was received by Flana
ROCKLAND
MAINE
x
PARK STREET
gan who had gone to first base when
4fi-T-tlll June 19
Frank Stewart was compelled to retire For Sale by J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.
............................ ............................ ....

J. F. GREGORY SONS
CO.

5

•

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN A NEW RUG, BE
SURE TO SEE THIS DISPLAY

Open An Account With Us—Very Liberal Terms

Wie HOOVER
It BEA TS...

as it Sweeps

as it Cleans

$1.00 a week will soon pay

for a Hoover.

We believe

that the Hoover Sweeper will
soon pay you back its cost.

It does not damage the finest
rug and you can clean your

entire house in a few hours.
BURPEE’S

BURPEE

POLISH
30c, 60c

FURNITURE
COMPANY

A GOOD COUCHj
HAMMOCK

.

$9.75

CENTRAL MAINE
POWER C9

ten thousand people

with common sense
HEN you buy some securities, you need pro

W

fessional advice, but your own common sense
tells you that Central Maine Power Com

pany 7'' Preferred Stock is a good investment.

You can see the property with your own

eyes.

Tbc company is engaged in a business

with which you come in daily contact.

You

know the men who work for it—perhaps those

who manage it.

The home office is located in

Augusta—you can go right to headquarters for

information.

You know it is selling something—electric
energy—that people will not willingly do with

out.

You know it is making that product largely
through the use of water power.

You know that

the Company and its predecessors have been do
ing business under the same management right

here in Maine for going on a quarter century.
You know the preferred stock has paid dividends
for 17^4 years.
'

You know that over 10,000 of your friends

and neighbors here in Maine have bought and

now hold the security.
Just apply your own knowledge and com
mon sense to the problem of your next invest

ment—then buy Central Maine Power Com
pany 7% Preferred Stock. - Or at the very least
send the coupon and get more information
about it.
CENTRAL

MAINE

POWER COMPANY

Augusta, Maine
A

L. E. McRAE, 74 Pleasant,Street
Rockland Manager Securities Department

------------- COUPON-----------CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
Augusta, Maine.

Without any obligation on my part
whatever send me moro information
about your security.

Name ......................................... v...................
R. F. D. or St. and No..................>..............

City or Town ...............................................

J
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Everf-Other-Day

Miss Helen York is home from Port
land on a fortnight’s vacation.

talk of the town

- Cobb-Davis

Fuller

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
June 6—(League Baseball), Rockland High

vs. Thomaston High, in Thomaston; Lincoln
Academy vs. Vinalhaven. in Vinalhaven.
June 8—Graduation exercises. Rockport High
School.
June «—(League Baseball), Rockland High
vs. Camden High In Camden.
June 12-13—Department Council and Field
Day of Patriarchs Militant in Rockland.
June 12-14—'United Baptist Convention meets
In Bangor.
June 13-14—Division Kncampment, Sons of
Veterans, meets in Augusta.
June 14—Flag Day.
June 15—Lobster season opens at Monhegan
June 15—Commencement exercises of Rock
land High School In Park Theatre
June 20—Public dinner at Methodist vestry.
June 20—Rockland’s big merchandising event.
June 22—Siioimef begins.
June 22—Annual picnic of Rockland’s Metli
oilist Sunday School at Oakland Park. (
June 23- Horst* trot in Monroe.
June 28-July 3 -Community Chautauqua,
Rockland.

Weather Thia Week
Washington, June 2—Weather out
look for week beginning Monday in
North Atlantic States, generally fair
and moderately warm.

Edward Benner is driving a Cleveland sedan.
•*

special
Just received another lot of Tan Brushed Wool Button
Front Sweaters, all sizes

$5.00 each
z

- Cobb-Davi s

Tu ller
X

I

|

Ten - recruits are wanted for the
305th' Company. C. A. C. Join now
and take in tlie annual muster.
Tlie .1. W. A. Cigar Co. expects to
move to its new quarters in the Sim
mons building. Tilson avenue, about to
morrow.

Delivery No. 6. a Standard Oil b it.
dolled up to Die queen’s taste in black,
yellow and red.' arrived at this port
Sunday with supplies for this section.

WEDNESDAY

B

,

CLOSING

We, the undersigned, vote to close Wednesday Afternoons, beginning June 6th
A. D. BIRD COMPANY
LARF4ABEE A DODGE
J. A. JAMESON CO.
A. K. ADAMS
E. B. SPEAR
FRED FERNALD
HARRY CARR
GEORGE A. WOOSTER
THE PAYSON CO.
ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA
CO.—A. L. WRIGHT

M. B. A C. 0. PERRY
H. H. FLINT
HALL A MELVIN
ATLANTIC A PACIFIC TEA
CO., 252 Main St., L. E. Herrick
FLINT’S MARKET
KNIGHT BROS.
WEBBER MARKET CO.
O. S. DUNCAN
E. C. PATTERSON '
COBBS, INC.

Charles Morton, conductor on
Maine Central Railroad, has bought a| Each succeeding graduating class
from Rockland High School outstrips
new Bay State Sport Roadster.
its predecessors and 1923 is no excep
At .tonight's drill meeting of the tion with a total of 72. It has 28 boys
305th Company the men will be meas
ured for the new shoes soon to be is and 44 girls, %tid the average age of the
graduates is 18 years. Miss Jeanette
sued.
Shirley Johnson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank J. Alden assisted in the Mrs. Lyndon M. Johnson of Appleton
service on the waterfront Memorial
Day. Her name was accidentally omit has the distinction of being the young
est member, confessing to 15 years.
ted from the report.
The following complete list follows:
The annual meeting of the W. C. T.
Classical Course
U. will be held at the home of Mrs.
George Joseph Adams. 17 years. Mr.
Hope Brewster. Rankin street, Friday
and Mis. Joseph Adams, G Berkeley
afternoon at 2.30.
street.
Julia May Anderson, 18 years, Capt.
"Colby stages comeback against
Maine, sixteen-nothlng. How's that'’" and Mrs. Anders Anderson, 199 Talbot
shouted an exuberant telegram re- Avenue.
eived in this city Saturday, proving
Carrie Adelaide Bragg, 19 years, Mr.
that Hiram Crie was pleased.
and Mrs. Charles T. Bragg, 16 Maverick
street.
The Ladies’ Aid of the II. E. church
Marlon Brawn, 18 years, Mr. and Mrs.
ill serve a public supper Wednesday
William F. Brawn, 276 Broadway.
at C o’clock in the vestry. Mrs. Min
John Francis Hagar, 18 years. Mr.
ie Miles is chairman of the supper,
and Mrs. Eva Wisner is in charge of and Mrs. Ernest Hagar, 63 Grace street.
Rosalind Edna Linscott, IS years,
the dining room.
Mrs. R. G. Linscott, Jefferson.
Lawrence Miller, 18 years, Mr. and
There will be a meeting of the La
dies’ Aid of the Methodist church Wed Mrs. Benjamin Miller, 26 Rankin street.
nesday afternoon for work. Business
Beulah Alice Rokes, 17 years, Mr.
eeting at 5 o’clock. Circle supper at and Mrs. Frank B. Rokes, Lake ave
G o’clock. In the evening there will nue.
_______
be an entertainment.
Frances Jeanette Tweedie, 17 years,
The remains of Lide (Thurston) Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, 21 Fulton
Barrie, who died in Worcester, Mass., street.

All First Class Quality

PINEAPPLES
Now is the time to preserve them

25c each; 5 for $1.00—Just right to can
WE CLOSE AT NOON WEDNESDAYS

QUALITY

COBBS

SERVICE

VETOES

Commercial Course

The City Govetnmerit held its June
bug session last night, and did almost
everything from electing fence viewers
to spending $3,000 for a motor truck
for the fire department. Whether May
or Brown will approve the latter order
or not remains to he seen. That he Is
fully cognizant of his veto power was
shown last night, when he returned
four orders for incandescent lights,
without his approval.
The lights in question were to have
been on Brick. Rockland and Claren
don streets and at the corner of brace
and Broad streets. In the course of his
veto message. Mayor Brown intimates
that he desires thorough investigation
before there is any further indiscrim
inate passing of electric light orders
“An expel k” he says, "could regulate
the candlepower and location of the
lights, and put our street lighting on a
systematic basis, which might elimin
ate the necessity of adding many new
lights from year to year. Any new
light installed is practically a perpetual
yearly tax.”
The Board of Aldermen sustained the
veto with regard to the Brick street
light, but passed the other orders over
the mayor's head. Tlie Common Coun
cil, which has an unusually spirited
membership this year, served notice
that it must be reckoned with, by sus
taining the mayor’s veto in each in
stance.
Alderman Erskine, chairman of the
committee on fire department, said he
had been making inquiries as to the
cost of a second hand hose wagon to
take the place of the old Sears cart.
He had found nothing he would rec
ommend, but in place of it lie pro
duced an order for the purchase of a
motor truck which would carry a chem
ical tank, ladders and hose. The cost
would be $3,000, "on easy terms.”
"We've simply got to buy something,"
said he. "because the present cart is
r.ot safe to send out."
Alderman McIntosh believed a motor
truck would be the means of saving
$800 to $1200 a year, as under the pres
ent arrangement it is necessary to hire
teams for highway work beyond the
limits where its is safe to send the
fire horses. "In four years’ time," he
argued, "the truck would be paid for
out of the highway department."
“I have seen four hired teams working
outside of the fire horse limits within
two weeks," said Alderman Ulmer.
Alderman Achorn said he had seen city
laborers remain idle at the city dump
because the horses had been called
away to a fire.
"There's no question about the need
of a motor truck," said Mayor Brown;

“it's a question of how we can get it.”
An order instructing the finance
committee to buy such an article was
passed by both boards, but not without
hesitancy in the Common Council. "It's
a nice thing to have." said Councilman
Bicknell, “but if I can’t afford a new
suit I don’t buy one."
After quite a long deflate an order
was passed authorizing the removal of
the watering trough on Liinerock street
to Tillson avenue.
Councilman Young's order for the
purchase of a combination patrol and
ambulance was referred to the finance
committee.
Tlie proposed milk ordinance was ta
bled indefinitely.
A communication
declaring that it would create a hard
ship on milkmen was received from
Secretary MacDonald of the Chamber
of Commerce.
Dr. W. H. Sanborn was granted per
mission to build a granite retaining
wall, laid in cement, and not more than
four feet high on the western side of the
north branch of Lindsey brook. This
wall is to be on his own property,
where he intends soon to build a resi
dence'.
An appropriation of $100 was made
to help put the Children's Playground
in good order.
The petition of the police ofliceis
that they be given one day off in seven
was granted.
J. N. Farnham's petition fqr a catch
basin in front of his lot on Pine street
was referred to the highway commit
tee.
The petition of R. F. Rackliffe and
others lor a concrete sidewalk on Clar
endon street, accompanied by the
agrecement of abuttors to pay stipu
lated sums, was followed by the intro
duction of an order for the same. It
was referred to the highway commit
tee.
An order for the acceptance of Fern
street was referred to the highway
committee.
Alderman McIntosh's order for a
short piece of sewer on Mechanic street
was passed.
City Treasurer Virgin reported total
leceipts to the amount of $19,116 and
total disbursements to the amount of
$23,634. The balance at the end ofsthe
month was $5248.
Marshal Gilchrest reported 26 ar
rests. Intoxication appears to be on
the increase, 17 of the arrests being
due to that cause.
Collector Lovejoy’s total tax collec
tion amounted to $14,224.
Road Commissioner Ross reported
the outlay of $2044 in his department.
The
monthly roll of accounts
amounted to $7690.

Lillian Bernice banter, 18 years, Mr
and Mrs. Edgar Barter, 1 Adams street
Esten Maurice Blake, 18 years, Mr
and Mrs. Charles D. Blake, 12 Gay
street place.
Celeste Rhodes Bridges. 18 years,
Mrs. Enos C. Bridges. 19 Knott street.
Kathleen May Blethen, 18 years,
George Blethen, 13 Holmes street.
Marion Celia Brazier, 18 years, Mrs
Charles R. Hill, 20 Perry street.
Ruth Mildred Chandler, 18 years, Mr,
and Mrs. Charles Chandler.
Ruth L. Curtis, 17 years, Mrs. S. J
Curtis, Ingraham Hill.
Katherine Frances Doherty, 18 years,
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. M. Doherty, 48
Camden street.
Sylvia Margaret Duffy, 17 years,
Frank H. Duffy, 14 Trinity street.
Lillian Beatrice Dugan, 17 years, Mr.
and Mrs. Alexander Dugan, 65 Tillson
Avenue.
Lillian Hatch Fifleld, 17 years, Mr.
ar.d Mrs. Wm. Fifleld, 98 Cedar street.
Agnes Cecelia Flanagan, 16 years
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Flanagan. 41
Willow street.
Eieleen Elizabeth Flanagan, 18 years,
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Flanagan, 41 Wil
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Winslow, 334 and Mrs. E. O. Hopkins. South Thom
low street.
aston.
Leah Elizabeth Freeman, 17 years, Limerock street.
Wendell Ernest Leadhetter. 17 years.
Capt. and Mrs. E. W. Freeman, 5 Lin
College Preparatory
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Leadbetter, Owl’s
den street.
Isabel Brander Bain, 18 years, Mr. Head.
Gladys E Grover, 17 years, Mr. and
and Mrs. Arthur A. Bain, Owl's Head.
Richard Everett Reed, 17 years. Mr.
Mrs. G. W. Grover, 50 Pine street.
Harriet A. Hall, 16 years, Mr. and and Mrs. B. B. Reed, 117 North Main
Olive Alice Haraden, 18 years, Mr
and Mrs. Guy E. Haraden, 377 Broad Mrs. Charles S. Hall, 21 Ocean street. street.
Clyde Waldo Record, 17 years, Mr.
way.
Jeanette Shirley Johnson, 15 years,
Arthur Carlisle Haskell, 17 years, Mr, Mr. and Mrs. Lyndon M. Johnson, Ap and Mrs. James H. Record, 38 State
street.
and Mrs. Alfred Haskell, 15 Crescent pleton.
street.
Juanita Johnson, 18 years, Mr. and
Doris Arlene Hook, 18 years, Mrs. Mrs. Lyndon M. Johnson. Appleton.
Nettie Gardner, 34 Union street.
Josephine Frances LaCrosse, 17 years, £ 1855
1923
Kenneth N. Legage. 17 years, Mr. Mrs. A. H. LaCrosse, 39 Park street,
and Mrs. Newton Legage, 109 Park street.
street.
Caroline Marie Sherer, 18 years, Mr.
Edna Evelyn Learned, 17 years, Leon and Mrs. Dana A. Sherer, 406 Old 1 E. A. GILDDEN & CO.
G. Learned. Owl’s Head.
County Rdad.
Walter E. Montgomery, 17 years, Mr.
WALDOBORO, ME.
Latin-Scientific Course
and Mrs. C. S. Montgomery, Ingraham
John Alfred Burkett, 18 years, Mr.
BIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIM
Hill.
and Mrs. William Burkett, 10 Laurel
Richard P. Lufkin, 18 years. Mr. and street.
BORN
Mrs. William R. Lufkin. 19 Broadway.
Oscar A. Crockett, 18 years, Mr. and
Rockland. June 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
Marion Frances McLennan. 17 years, Mrs. Ralph H. Crockett, 18 Maple I). Kramer
Kraiuer, a son.
Mrs. Alpena McLennan, 18 Shaw ave street.
nue.
Edgar Burpee Crockett, 17 years, Mr.
MARRIED
Winfield Scott Melvin, 17 years, Mrs. and Mrs. Ralph H. Crockett, 18 Maple
Root-Kendall—Washington, I). C., May
W. S. Melvin. 34 Warren street.
street.
Raymond V. Root of Washington and Mrs. Myra
Marguerite E. Miller, 17 years, Mr.
Karl Wellington Hurd, 18 years, Mr. Hall KepdaJI. formerly of Thomaston.
Davla-MeLellan Tenant’s Harbor, May 28.
and Mrs. Geo. A. Miller, 21 Bay View and Mrs. Alvin H. Hurd, Ash Point.
hy Rev. Perley Miller, Charles B. Davis and
square.
Raymond C. Ludwig, 19 years, Mrs. Miss Sarah McLellan.
Julia Elizabeth Plummer, 17 years, Harriet E. Ludwig, 76 Oliver street.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester B. Blummer, 57
Ellis A. Mills, 18 years, Mrs. Frank
DIED
Pleasant street.
Clark, 16 South street.
Allen—St. George, May 24, Edith, wife of
Wilbur
Allen,
aged
41
years, 1 month, 26 days.
Ercefi L. Sawyer, 17 years, Mr. and
Otho Norcross Record, 19 years, Mr.
Howard—South Hope, May 29, Reuben How
Mrs. W. M. Sawyer, 562 Old County and Mrs. James H. Record, 38 State ard.
Road.
street.
Daniels—Union, June 4. Elmer Myron, son of
Willard M. Sewall, 18 years, Mr. and
Russell D. Stewart. 18 years, Mr. and Mr and Mrs. Wm. Daniels, aged 4 years, 11
14 days. Funeral Wednesday at 2
Mrs. Animi Sewall, 12 Knowlton street. Mrs. Chester R. Stewart, 78 Park street. months,
o’clock.
Grace Eloise Sidelinger, 17 years,
Foster Thomaston. June 4, William (i. Fos
General Course
e
ter, aged 72 years. 10 months, 3 days. Funeral
Mrs. Jennie L Sidelinger, 50 Granite
Thursday at 2 o’clock daylight saving time,
street.
Clinton S. Barbour, 17 years, Mr. and from
his late residence.
Stanley Alvinza Snow, 16 years, Mrs. Mrs. E. F. Barbour, 45 Warren street.
Leonard Snow, Ocean avenue.
Alfred Leslie Benner, 20 years. Mr.
Florence Mary St. Clair, 18 years, and Mrs. Sidney Benner, West Mead
Francis St. Clair, 10 Trinity street.
ows.
Gladys Estelle Staples, 17 years, Mr.
Gladys Evelyn Bowen. 19 years, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles R. Staples, 34 Hill and Mrs. Charles L. Bowen, 112 North
street.
Main street.
CLARK’S ISLAND
Marion Emily Thayer 18 years, Mr.
Carmen J. Crowley, 16 years, Mr. and
and Mrs. Linwood A. Thayer, 122 Mrs. Charles R. Crowley, Ash Point.
Thomaston street.
Eva E. Crowley, 17 years, Mr. and
Hermia Emma Toothaker, 18 years, Mrs. Charles R. Crowley, Ash Point.
Mrs. Herman L. Toothaker, 21 Lisle
William Cushing Flanagan, 19 years,
street.
Mr. and Mrs. John II. Flanagan, 41
Gladys Marguerite Tyler, 18 years, Willow street.
Benefit of the Good Roads Fund
Mbs. Katie Oliver, 47 Lime street.
Charles S. Hall, 18 years, Mr. and
M. Louise Williams, 17 years, Mr. Mrs. Charles S. Hall, 21 Ocean street.
Smalley’s Orchestra
and Mrs. Wm. D. Williams, 122 Thom
George White Hamlin, 19 years,, Mr.
aston street.
and Mrs. Joseph Hamlin, 55 Gas^ street.
67’
Elizabeth Evelyn Winslow, 18 years,
Earl LeRoy Hopkins, 17 years, Mr.

^Monuments

BENEFIT DANCE

Wednesday, June 6

THOMAS
FISH MARKET

COBB’S

Boneless Veal to Roast or Fry............. 23c

BROWN’S

Rockland High School Will
Fill the Stage Graduation Doesn’t Believe Orders For New Lights Should Be Passed
Indiscriminately—Order For a Motor Hook and Ladder
Night With 72 Students.
Truck.
the I

FISH TODAY

New Mackerel, 15c Pound—Best Ever

MAYOR

THE RECORD CLASS

The grocery stores will close at noon
tomorrow—and will continue to close
Wednesday afternoons through the
summer.

The W. H. GloVer Co. built a new
will arrive in this city on the 4.50
sandpit in its lumber yard over night,
train Thursday afternoon and will be
and it was speedily tilled with a cargo
OPEN AIR BAND CONCERT
Charles Winslow has bought the
taken directly to Sea View cemetery.
brought by the steam lighter Radium. Charles Bobbins house on Limerock
—
Under the auspices of the Chamber There will be prayers at the grave.
street, where he has resided the past
E. H. Crie and crew have been en 11 years.
of Commerce a series of open air band
Staff Captain Oarabed. better known
gaged in putting huge white letters on
concerts, by the Rockland Band, will
the Rockland A- Rockport Rime Cor
The dance at Clark Island tomor- i begin in Post Office square tomorrow as "Joe the Turk,” Is on his way to
fie will conduct special
poration's barges telling the story of row night will be for the benefit of the night. The program for the first one Rockland.
meetings at the Salvation Army hall
their ownership.
good roads fund. Smalley's Orchestra follows:
headquarters tomorrow night, and
will reel off the popular music.
March—Newton
Buchatts
Uierture—Cloth of Gold
Jewell closing Friday night with a sacred eonThe Rockland High School team
—You Tell Her I S-T-U-T-T-E-K Bose
ert. Everybody is invited. Friday
plays in Thomaston at 2.30 Wednesday
There are tricks to all trades. C. M. Popular
Jewell
Concert Waltz Roseland
ight admission by ticket. All openafternoon and will use every effort to Thomas has bis windows full of potted M arch—-Tremendose
Luse
Indoors at 8 p,
.Miller air meetings at 7.30.
win the game, as second place, in the nasturtiums in full bloom which are Serenade—-Love’s Response
Helm nt.
Popular—Crinoline Pays
Knox and Lincoln League is at stake.
eagerly seized upon by the summer res Overture
Hud
—The Benefactor
idents who want plants in bloom that Popular—Trail of Long Ago
Smith
Saturday was a busy day for the
Sousa
March—Washington Post
Wessaweskeag Inn opened Sunday will stay in bloom.
firemen. About noon they made the
Star Spangled Banner
and motorists who went thither to sam
long run to the quarries only to find
ple the menu found that the Smiths are
A new shed is being built by the Ed
living up to their reputation of giving ward Bryant Co. at the railroad cross
The past presidents of Edwin Libby an old bridge in flames which they
both quantity and quality in the way ing, Pleasant street. The old kiln there Relief Corps will hold a cooked food could not reach. The structure was
of shore dinners.
is being repaired and if after operation sale at -the store of W. O. Hewett Sat abandoned except for foot passengers
aktd was destroyed together with an
the rock turns out well a battery of urday afternoon.
old pump house in the quarry below
W. H. Lamb, who has been covering modern kilns will be erected there.
Late in the evening a call from Box
the northern part of the State in the
The Consolidated Baking Co. turned
interest of his essence business, has ar
The Methodist Sunday School has out 7600 loaves of bread Saturday in 49 meant a sharp fight with a blaze at
the Edward Bryant kilns, though it
rived in Rockland and will devote the' set aside Friday, June 22, for the an
greater part of the summer to his local nual picnic, which will be held at addition to about $250 worth of pas wals the southern kiln this .time in
try
etc.
It
was
the
biggest
day
’
s
busi
stead of the usual northern one. The
tOnstituency.
Mrs. Uan*h will join Oakland Park.
ness.
apparatus was not fairly put up when
him shortly.
another run was necessary to ex
King Solomon’s Temple Chapter has
Canton Lafayette, I. O. O. F. will tinguish a small mattress blaze on
Daniel Snow, a recent graduate of its regular meeting Thursday night,
the Maine School of Commerce, Auburn, with work on the Royal Arch degree. hold Rs regular meeting Wednesday Crockett’s Point.
evening. One candidate will receive
has arrived in tills city and is already Refreshnfents will follow.
the degree. As this will be the last
installed as bookkeeper and accountant
WICKIE SAYS—
for the Snow Hudson Co. He is a
Frank L. Clark, who recently re meeting before field day a full attend
brother of George and Fred Snow who signed the management of the Western ance is especially desired.
are already in the hustling Northend Union telegraph office on account of
IF ADVERTk&lUG AlW
plant.
The Apperson Six demonstrator, re
ill health, was ordered Saturday by
MO GOOO, WHM ARE ALL 1H’ ]
his physician to take a complete rest, ferred to in a previous issue, has ar
The Bluebird lunch room passed out and was granted a two months' leave rived in the city and is being shown
BiG OTM PAPC.P.?, CHUCK
of existence Saturday night and the of absence by tlie company. Part of by A. C. Jones to admiring motorists
FULL
O' AOS
THEM BIG
half store it occupied will be merged this time he will spend at Biddeford The car has the new gear shift, and
BIXMESS MEM AIMT A VOX
with that of the Direct Importing Co. Pool.
the absence of so much cumbersome
.Miss Edith Stanley has conducted the
machinery adds greatly to the com
OF DUMB BELLS. ARE
little shop for Ihe past six months in
Mrs. Copping substituted in the Uni fort of those who ride on the front
such a way Dial many friends regret versalist quartet on Sunday for Miss seat, while being simplicity itself for
that she is no to reopen.
Gladys Jones, contralto: in connection the driver. The new emergency brake
with which it mhy be interesting to is another radical improvement.
At the annual meeting of the trus note that forty-three years ago this
tees of the Bratt M. E. church Dr. R. summer, Samuel T. Mugridge. then
Dr. W. B. Brewster of Philadelphia
W. Bickford was elected president ami tenor of the quartet, called upon Lillian who is occupying the George A. Tarr
W. I. Ayer secretary and treasurer. It Sprague—now Mrs. Copping—to fill an cottage at Ingraham Hill, has bought
was voted to make extensive repairs unexpected vacancy there, where in her from Misses Carolyn and Alice Erskine
on the residence at the corner of Union first church position, she proved her an 8-ucpe tract at Ingraham Hill, and
and Masonic streets which when made capabilities by an extended term of will build there, possibly this season
will make a welcome improvement to service.
The land had been in -the grantors'
the street.
family a great many years, deeded by
The Children’s Playground has re Gcti. Henry Knox. Yesterday’s tran
The old voting lists published in Sat ceived gifts of $10 each from H. N. Mc saction was through Robert U. Collins
urday's issue date liack prior to 1860, Dougal. Mrs. David Talbot and William real estate agency.
according to A. 1. .Mather who became H. Talbot. More such gifts would en
a voter in 1863, and whose name did able the directors to extend their work,
Ralph P. Conant has sold his farm
not ligure in the list. Mr. Mather re and such are invited. Frank S. Rhodes cr. Thomaston street to Ralph W. Da
calls that Eben Sweetland. one of the is the treasurer. Another line gift was vis of Friendship, a former deputy
voters named, moved to South Thom made by the Camden and Rockland sheriff, who will manage .it in conjunc
aston before the opening of the Civil Water Co., which presented the plumb tion with his sons, Harold W. and Carl
War. So the lists are at least G3 years ing fixtures for the new toilets and thus E. Davis. The Davises are extensive
old.
saved a substantial sum which can be ly engaged in the poultry business,
%
'
having at the present time about 1600
used to benefit the kiddies.
laying hens and 4000 chickens. Dur
Lieut. Commander George H. Reed
Harry I. Twiss, who recently ten ing the year they will gradually trans
(D.- C.) U. S. N., head of the Dental
Division of the United States Navy, dered his resignation as manager of fer the hen houses to the land just at:
was the guest of honor and principal the Woolworth store, completed his quired. Mr. Conant, who retires from
speaker at the annual meeting of the duties here yesterday, having been the farming business on account of
St. Appolonia's Guild of Boston den succeeded hy CL W. Gray, who comes delicate health, has bought and will
tists last night at the Boston City club. from the Woolworth store in Rock occupy the Augustus Jameson house
Dr. Reed is well known in Rockland, ville, Conn. The business of the local t the Northend.
Mrs. Reed being formerly Miss Carolyn store has expanded in very gratifying
S. Blood ot 18 Union street. Dr. Reed fashion under the management of Mr.
Trawler Osprey arrived at Portland
is in charge of all dental activities in Twiss. who leaves the Woolworth em Sunday from the Western Banks, hav
the Navy, having been requested by ploy to engage in business for himself ing a catch of 250,000 pounds of
the Surgeon General to take over the in Massachusetts. Friends made dur ground-fish, mostly cod and haddock
organization and administration of the ing his three years' stay here will re which she will unload at the Burnham
new dental division in the Bureau of gret his departure. The girls employ & Morrill factory. The officers report
ROE SHAD
Medicine and Surgery in August. 1322. ed in the Woolworth store showed their an abundance of fish on the banks and
Other speakers at the meeting Monday regard for Mr. Twiss last night by could have loaded the trawler up to
SHORE
HALIBUT
night were Mayor Curley and Dr. Har presenting hint with a gold (ten-knife, a her full capacity of 350.000 pounds, but
old W. Cross director of the Forsythe souvenir which he deeply treasures.
SHORE HADDOCK
a leak in her boiler developed, tjnd af
i Dental Infirmary of Boston.
ter taking out her fish she will under
LARGE
AND MEDIUM
Mrs. Ellen Crocker will be nt 31 go some electric welding repairs.
Commencing June G the grocery Union St. May G until further notice to
» MACKEREL
stores of Rockland will close Wednes give readings and treat the sick. Tel.
David O. Smiley of Rankin street
days at 12 o’clock noon.
GG-G7
799M.
67tf
FRESH COD TONGUES
who, with his wife, is on a motor
jrurney through the Southland, sends
Come and see the large Hali
The Courier-Gazette some interesting
souvenir postcards of Harper's Ferry
but caught yesterday
West Virginia, one being John Brown
fort, another the ferry and a third John
Brown’s Monument and war tablets
The last named, Mr. Smiley says,
probably the monument that a Cour
let--Gazette correspondent saw some
time ago, and mistook for a monument
over his grave. It marks the place
where one of the forts stood.
X

Page Three

Bath Times: “Two Bath men recent
ly made the trip to Rockland by au
tomobile and when not far from Wal
doboro saw a small building by the
roadside with smoke issuing from
cracks in it. They decided the place
was on fire and got out to notify a fam
ily li vingclose hy. They were given quite
» surprise when they were told that
they were mistaken, the building was
hot on fire, it was simply a smoke
house in which alevvives were being
smoked for market.” I{ is plain that
the education of the Bath men has
been sadly neglected.
The Knickerbocker Orchestra fur
nishes music for tonight’s dance at
Oakland Park, the Douglas Melody
Men will be the attraction Thursday
night, and to close the week comes
Monoghan’s Orchestra. "We are get
ting the best orchestras that New
England affords,” remarked Ralph
Trim, park superintendent yesterday,”
ar.d with the ever popular Marston
sandwiched in it will be a season of
music never before presented to the
Knox County dancing fraternity. The
Sunday band concerts begin one week
front next Sunday, on which date the
Oakland Park restaurant will also
ppen for the season.

CLARK’S
NATIVE RADISHES AND
LEAF LETTUCE
Are now in fhe Market. They are
very nice
ORDER A BUNCH FROM YOUR
GROCER
•

Eat Vegetables for Vitamines
67’lt

A OAKLAND PARK A
PICNICS
'

.

72 ACRES
a*

A

OUTINGS
J
>

WITH AN UNSURPASSED OCEAN VIEW
TWILIGHT LEAGUE GAMES AS PER SCHEDULE
KNICKERBOCKER ORCHESTRA, TUESDAY EV’G, JUNE 5

DOUGLAS MELODY MEN, THURSDAY, JUNE 7
MONAGHAN’S ORCHESTRA, SATURDAY, JUNE 9

CARD OF THANKS

I wish to thank all who have been so kind to
me in my recent bereavement, all those who
sent the beautiful flowers, and the doctors and
nurses at Silsby hospital who worked ao hard
to save my little girl.
Mrs. Alice Angel.

DINING ROOM OPENS JUNE 17

BAND CONCERT, ROCKLAND BAND,

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 17

Solve the Servant
Problem
ADVERTISE IN OUR
KELP WANT COLUMN.

CENTRAL

MAINE

POWER

COMPANY
62-64

t

'I

Every-OtHer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 5, 1923.
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OBADIAH S MEMORY

WATERMAN'S BEACH

One Reason Why l ie May
Not Fall For the Governor
ship Bait.

Our Correspondent
Hears
From One Of the 16
Charleses and Fools the Po-|

O
aisyBrand
F
<

QUICK

tato Bugs.

•‘Let’s get Obadiah to run for Gov
ernor in 1924." Thia his been whis
If my friends would write me when I
pered in certain Maine Democratic cir
J)
they miss the Beach letters instead of I
cles the past few weeks.
[elephoning to the Rockland office it I
Those who suggest it seem to think
ould help me out on an item or two.
Always
the
best
ob

all there is to it is ti trot down here to
Always remember that the old man
Rockland and say: “Obadiah, you be
doesn’t get far away from home and
tainable in Vege
our candidate for Governor next year
has to depend on his 72 years oldtime
like a good fellow," and the Ro.-k'.and
tables, Fruits, etc.
ecords in making up the items from |
man will kow-tow till his forehead ;
the Beach.
touches the ground and softly murmur
This week I received a postal from I
"selah; so be it.’ They’ve overlooked
Charlie Burnham. 390 Marengo avenue.
one important het. Mr. Gardner may j
Pasadena. Calif. Charles refers to the
have views on the subject of being a
trsue of The Courier-Gazette of April 28.
candidate.
He went to school to Joseph Young and
So far no one has come around and [
Miss Sleeper on Spring street, and he
tlie friends of the distinguished local i
onders if he was one of the 13
democrat say there isn't much use cf!
harleses who were in my class. Mr.
anyone chasing around and dangling a I
Burnham says he learned the printer’s
is the “come back”
gubernatorial nomination bait before j
trade in The Gazette office and in 1869
his eyes. "I.et ’em do it." says one
of young and old
he went to Boston and put in 46 years
man, “and Obadiah will be like an
the Boston Transcript. 1 was 20
over-fed trout on a hot August day—
where DAISY
ears old when I came down here in
he won’t bite."
871 so I figure Charlie Burnham might
Products are served.
There are a heap of reasons, un
aye been in my class in the Rockland
doubtedly, why in certain circles of the
school, but he isn’t in my class now
Maine Demo’racy it is felt that Sena
too,
of
the
Think,
yen if he is a printer. I cut granite
tor Gardner would be a first quality
It years, was a justice of the peace 21
ltader for the State ticket next year.
saving in time and
ears and have done all the work on a
For an equal number of reasons the
0-acre farm the past 10 years, and |
bother as compared
Sei ator would say “nothing doing" to
m still working from sun to sun.
all overtures suggesting that he go on
1 was over the Beach road Friday
to the old-fashioned
the list.
coking for a little buttermilk. Mrs. I
Senator Gardner has been a good
cott Rackliff was keeping house for
candidate foi the Democrats. He hastFred Munroe: his better half was in I
come through with a tine record and !
Rockland peddling hen fruit. I got
Deal with the dealer
the biggest Democrat of them all. He I
the buttermilk all the same, and a good
who deals in DAISY
was the candidate for Governor in 1903 (
drink of morning's milk taken off from ]
and made a good run. He has been I
Brand Canned Goods
the top of the pan.
member of the United States Senate
Scott Rackliff is a very active man I
and just retired from the chairmanship
523
these days. He is one of the town fa
or the International Joint Commission
Conant, Patrick & Co.
thers. master of the Grange, lord of the I
of the United States and Canada, hav
manor and father of four children.
Portland, Me.
ing been returned to that position by
Mrs. Rackliff is a Camden lady and is
President Harding shortly after his in
nearly always at home caring for the |
auguration, for one of the last acts of
children and the ’chickens.
the Wilson administration was to re
1 was in the odd Thorndike graveyard I
move Gardner as "the result of a polit pointed to the Senate by Gov. Plaisted, know the senator can and so in the Friday and counted six flags. Four of I
he ha3 not foi given’ any of those who hope of helping themselves, they are
ical spite,” some say.
had a hand in bringing his defeat in willing to let him go in. If he should them were on the graves of old Revo- I
Has a Good Memory
fall for their urgings—the first oppor lutionary War veterans. I think they
those two contests.
tunity they got the same treatment were all on the Thorndike lot. The
Republicans generally agree that
Not Pulling Chestnuts
would be given him which he received flags bad 13 stars in a circle, the first
Senator Gardner would make a for
So far, it is urged, none of this talk a their hands in 1910 and —Senator 1776 flag I ever saw. We now have I
midable candidate for Governor on the
Democratic ticket. As state master of has fooled Senator Gardner. He un- Gardner knows that as well as any one veterans of three wars laid at rest in I
the Grange for 10 years, he established derstand, all about it. He is keen to does, at least this is the way they wind our little country graveyard. I hope
an enviable reputation. In all his the fact that they are not asking Gard- I up their comment.—Sam Conner in there is no one living who will see an- ]
other war.
wowk.s he has done what he felt was ner because of a love of him, but be- I Lswiston Journal.
The lobster fishermen tell me that-1
--------------------right. The people take to that type of cause they are a bit skeptical of the |
they have to pull their traps on the I
a candidate.
material on hand So far the men men- |
SWAN'S ISLAND
slack water. That means when it Is I
The trouble is, say most of those who tior.ed by the Democrats as possible
Mrs. Helen Dodd and two children ac nearly low tide. One of our neighbors
discuss the proposition in a serious candidates for Governor have aroused
Folks say “Eyah; companied by two servants arrived had his first meal of the day at 3.30 the
way. Senator Gardner has a good mem no enthusiasm.
ory; he rarely suffers a lapse. He has guess so," when it is mentioned that from Wellesley Hills. Mass., Saturday other morning and the children got up I
not forgotten some of the things which this or that gentleman would be a good and opened up the cottage for the sum to eat breakfast with father. Some of
the city people who eat hot suppers |
mer.
occurred in Maine during 1910-11 and candidate foi- Governor.
Mrs. Roscoe Hatch and children of would be retiring about that time.
No one seems to enthuse.
'12 and ’13. He hasn’t forgotten how in
I set out strawberry plants this I
There is no spontaneous uprising ac- New York are occupying the Hatch
the first named year he was deprived
spring where I had potatoes last year.
of the nomination for governor by the eempanied by the waving of hats and cottage.
Everett Kent has an Overland seda
1 dug up several small potatoes that |
so-called Kennebec ring.
Including prolonged cheering at the names. It
and A. C. Smith a Ford of the same the big covering of snow’ kept from
some of the men who today are urging is not a pleasing prospect.
rotting and they were growing fine. I
These whisperings of the name "Oba type.
quietly, to be sure, that he would make
Mr. and Mrs. John Kent are visiting found several potato bugs-waiting for
a good candidate next year. If party diah” have a feeling that with Senator
them. Those bugs will get’ fooled this
precedent meant anything, he should Gardner as the candidate for Governor in Rockland.
The North Haven High School play time as I am not going to plant any
have been the nominee that year and he could be swept onward to victory
was very successfully presented in I potatoes this year.
Governor of the State. He wasn’t. He at tlie September election in 1924.
Fred Cook and Albion Caddy were
Possibly Senator Gardner has the O. O. F. hall last week. Frank Milan
was trimmed by his own party leaders
same- opinion, lie isn’t saying. Nei and Miss Leyonborg were especially heme over Sunday from the big granite
ar.d has never forgotten it.
plant at Stonington. Fred says lots of
When the legislature met that next ther is be intimating what his attitude good.
Burleigh Staples is in Rockland to the boys down there read my letters
winter, 1911, he was one of the candi would be if a formal request were
dates for the United States senate. made by party leaders for him to seek j aceomiony Mrs. Staples home. She and wanted him to tell me so.
William Pratt and wife and his son
The same gentlemen who prevented the Governorship, but his friends do j has been receiving treatment in
and wife called on friends here Sun
his nomination for Governor the previ the talking. They ask: Why should Rockland hospital.
Tlie bay has been alive wilh pollock day. They catne up from Wildcat in
ous June, stepped in and prevented his Senator Gardner pull the -chestnuts out
the Pratt family car.
election by the legislature, for at that of the fire for the very crowd that have of late though they are gone now.
W. C. Leavitt called On the Cowing
The Minturn quarry is running wide
time such wiys the method of selecting tried in every way to trim him? That
family Sunday. Mr. Leavitt is ship
is what he would be doing; is what open.
members of the United States Senate.
Mrs. Oladys Rising of Rockland is ping lumber by sea from Harrington’s
Those things are stiil fresh in the they want him to do. They realize that
memory of Senator Gardner and, so it they haven’t a prospective candidate the guest of her parents. Mi. and Mrs. Cove.
Edward O’B. Gonia, wife and friends
is said, even though he was later ap who can win out at the polls. They Roscoe Joyce, Atlantic.
made us a cal! Sunday. They had been
down over the bridge in Ed’s new car
Henry Kr.ating and a car load of
nows were down to the Snow cottage
Sunday.
,
It is safe to say that more than 30
cars passed our house Sunday enroute
for Spruce Head.
C. D. S. G.

ACTION

BRAKES

EXTRA LAR6E AND EXTRA SAFE

Canned Goods

In the construction of Dodge Brothers
Motor Car, every consideration has
been given to the owner’s safety.
This is particularly evident in the
brakes, which, with their 14-inchdrums
and 2!4 inch lining, are appreciably
larger than the average. The extra
surface thus provided develops greater
friction when the brake bands contract
over the drums—and it is this friction
which stops the car.

“Another
Helping,
Please!”

HERE IT IS

Connecting levers are designed to
transmit the maximum of power with
the minimum of effort. The slightest
pressure on the brake pedal has an
immediate effect. This pressure is
distributed evenly between the two
rear wheels by a highly efficient
equalizer, which prevents skidding
because it retards both wheels
simultaneously.

And the brake bands grip evenly all
around the drums. This protects the
lining against irregular wear and
enables the driver to stop quickly,
quietly and safely.

The price of the Touring Car is $580
f. o. b. Detroit—$960.00 delivered

FRED
C.
DYER
Park Street, — Rockland

£

of ships.” This pa|)er speaks also of
the schooner .being built by A. Storer
and Son that is nearing completion
and the keel of a barkentine l>eing laid
by Joseph Clark & Son. This issue al
so contains names of officers of the
German Protestant So -iety then in a
thriving condition and holding meet
ings in the old German Church. The
names of Miles Standish, John Sides,
Christopher Feyler, Augustus Welt.
George D. Smouse, Albert K. Howard
and Charles Comery are familiar. An
item to show that forty-nine years ago

WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR

Mr. ard Mrs. George Orbeton, who
have been spending the past few days
as guests of E. Stewart Orbeton, West
Rockport, and Nrven Crawford of this
place, have returned to New Hamp
shire.
The friends of Mary Haskell, who
has been confined to her bed so long
with a broken hip, are glad to hear she
is able to sit up.
Newell Eugiey has had the phone in
stalled—ring 174-32.
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Ames accompa
nied by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robinson
and children, motored to Cushing Sun
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Randall called
on relatives in Rockland Sunday.
Niven Craw-ford was the winner of
the Red Cross quilt made and given
away by the Red Cross workers.
Mrs. Grace Spear and Clara Hosmer
were in Rockland Saturday and called
or. Mrs. A. O. Spear, who is at the
Knox Hospital. Mrs. Spear expects to
return home soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Kenniston enter
tained relatives Sunday.
Mr and Mrs. Addison Oliver accom
panied by Mr and Mrs. Newell Eugiey,
motored to Cushing Sunday.

Waldoboro was doing a thriving busi
ness in eggs is interesting. “During the
year ending April 1, 1871, Vlwre were
'lipped from the K. & L. It. It. Statioh
at this place 1600 boxes of eggs. These
boxes contained on an average 12.)
- . :
i total O| tWO hun
dred thousand dozen. During the year
egg.s averaged 26 cents per dozen, mak
ing the total receipts from this source
$50,000. At the same time there were
shippe 1 by the steamer, ‘Charles
Houghton’ about 200 boxes, amounting
to $6500 more.”

S. 0. HURD

WARREN

”5.

SOUTH THOMASTON, ME.
—DEALER IN—

McCORMICK-DEERING FARM MACHINERY,
a machine for every use on the farm
Also WAGONS, TRACTORS, ENGINES. SAW
RIGS, ETC.
LARGE STOCK OF REPAIR PARTS ALWAYS

ON HAND.

ORDERS FILLED DIRECT from factory at factory
prices on House Paints, Barn Paints, Roll Roofing,
Asbestos Fireproof Coating, Stock Dips.
Automobile, Truck and Tractor Oiis and Greases.

HANDLES WITHOUT EFFORT
THE

CAR

WITH

THE

NEW

GEAR

SHIFT

Apperson is the first to free the driver’s compart
ment of both gear-shift and emergency brake levers.
The new Apperson is practically effortless in its
control.
The Apperson pre-selecting mechanical gear-shift is
controlled by a finger touch without taking the hand
from the wheel. On your first drive the ease of steer
ing and handling will cause such wonder as to
almost obscure the car’s many other excellencies.
This Apperson car is the thirty-year consummation
of intensive engineering and precise manufacture.

Call 576-R For Demonstration
Tc buy without inspecting Apperson would
be a needless mistake

Price delivered in Rockland: Apperson Six, $1685.

All models completely equipped.

A. C. JONES
Talbot Avenue.
I

Rockland, Me.

F. W. Matthews of Exeter, N. H., has I
been the guest of his mother, Mrs. |
Susan A. Matthews.
Mrs. Lena Heron has gone to Mar
tin’s Point for the summer. Mrs. I
Chester Jones, who accompanied her.)
returned Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Melrose Scott of Gardi-1
ner are at Fred W. Scott’s.
Arthur Reed has gone to Boston.
-Miss Margaret Ashworth was at|
home from Freeport for the weekend.
Mrs. Medora Perry, Mrs. Annie |
Thompson and Miss Angie Perry retu-rned Saturday from a motor trip to|
Schneotady, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Deymore were in |
Freeport last week.
Mrs. L. B. Hall of New York has ar- ]
rived in town for the summer.
Waldoboro is in great confusion this I
week. The Paragon Button Factory,
the stores and library are operating on
day’.kght saving time. The schools,!
postoffice. Star Theatre and Waldo
boro Garage are on standard time. The|
library will make a slight change’ In its
time schedule on Saturday evenings to
accommodate its patrons outside the
village limits who are on standard
time. Theopening and closing hours on
Saturday etening will be 7 to 9 day-1
ligtit time. 6 to 8 -standard time.
The Lincoln County News of June 1,1
1874, contains interesting information
about the then thriving ship-building
industry in town. It states, "Since ’54
our river, wharves, and ship-yards |
have not presented the brisk, business
like appearance they do now. No less
than 11 cargoes of lumber have been
received, some of the vessels having
had to wait several days for a berth
at the wharf to discharge. The coves
are lined with rafts of hard pine and
the yards are piled with other ma
terials to be used in the construction

PLEASANT POINT
Misses Mildred Geyer and Marion
Orre are occupying Camp McCIen for
the summer.
Miss Florence Campbell of New York
is spending a short vacation at her
hr me here.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stone of
Thomaston spent the weekend at their
home here.
Mr. .and Mrs. Carl Webster, Miss
Priscilla Webster and Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Smith of Boston spent last
week at the Webster cottage.
Robert A. Patton and Thomas Pat
ron of Philadelphia, spent last Wedneslay and Thursday at A. W. Maloney’s.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Carle of West
Roxbury, Mass., returned to Boston
Saturday after a week’s visit at “Far
away Farm.”
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Davis of Sears
port visited at F.’S. Stone’s recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Davis who have
been spending the winter here are to
move back to their home in Glenmere
this week.
Mrs. Martha Trefethern has returned
tc Thomaston.
The memorial concert which was
held in the school house last Thursday
evening was largely attended. Much
credit is due the little ones, who did
their parts so nicely.
George Brown of Port Clyde preached
In the school house Sunday evening.

SIMONTON

Ask For Prices
36-tf-oaw

WALDOBORO
The Apperson Six—Youngest Member of an Old Automobile Family

-V
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A field day was held Friday for
County Agent Wentworth and Miss
Claire Herrick of the Farm Bureau.
Benjamin F. Smith and party of Clif
ford Lodge, Warren-ton were* special
guests of honor and were -highly
pleased with their reception. An especiaHy fine dinner was served and the
generosity of those who made it pos
sible was thoroughly appreciated iby
the committee, Mrs. J. C. Melvin, Miss
Lillian Miller and Raymond Simonton.
A Community meeting with special
business is in order for June 9. The
Ladies Circle Is to meet at the Com
munity Lodge where Miss Herrick
will lie present with special guests.
Basket lunch will be served. Gov.
Baxter has sent a letter commending
tlie work of this Community unit for he
is much interested in social work.

Onion

The Cow That Starved in Clover
A certain cow. though pastured in bountiful meadows, was
attracted by the mote tempting appearance of distant fields.
Shunning the abundance at hand, she wandered afar, always
finding the new spots leu appetizing and leu plentiful, and
always leaving them unlisted for the new fields inviting her on.
Crowing hanger only spurred her on until finally, exhausted by
it, she fell to the sands of a desert whence she never again arose.
People who shim the stores at home because of the allurements
of those in larger towns often find themselves getting less than
they expected. Get in the habit of seeing your local dealer first
If he hasn't what you want, he will gladly get it. You’U ba
helping him to serve you better by helping him to make it pay.

TRADE AT HOME
Support- the Town that SupportsYou

The baccalaureate address before the
Union High School graduating class
will bp given by Miss Crowell at the
Congregational church Sunday, June
10, at 10.30 a. m.
Remember the school exhibit and en
tertainment by all Union school chil
dren to be held at Town hall Friday
evening, June 8. The liall will be open
te visitors who may he interested in
seeing the work Friday afternoon. The
work can also be seen in the evening.
The program will begin at 7.30. Each
of the nine schools will have the stage
tor 15 to 20 minutes. The program will
consist of recitations, drills, songs,
dramatizations, and physical exercises.

This Simple Mixture
Helps Weak Eyes
Rockland people are astonished at
the QUICK results produced by simple
ean0t>hor. hydrastis, wltchhazel, etc.,
as mixed in Lavo|>tlk eye wash. After
being affiicted with weak, watery, red
eyes for manyyear* a lady reports the
FIRST bottle L^ivoptik helped her.
One small bottle usqally helps ANY
CASE weak, stralne<r'4gjr sore eyes.
Aluminum eye cup FREE. C. H. Moor
& Co., druggists.
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Estate of Walter 8. Morton
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STATE OF MAINE
Knox, as.
At a Probate Court, held at Rockland, In and
for said County of Knox, on the twenty-second
day of May. A. I). 1923, by adjournment of the
regular term he’d on May 15th. A. 1). 1923.
Averill E. Morton. Administrator with the
will annexed, having presented his petition that
the actual market value of so much of the es
tate of Walter S. Morton, ’.ate of Kocwland, in
said County of Knox, as is subject to the pay
ment of tlie State Inheritance Tax, the persons
Interested in tlie lucceaelon thereto, and tlie
amount of tax thereon may be determined by
the Judge of Probate;
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to tlie
State Assessors and all persons Interested In
the succession to said proper* y, by causing a
copy of this Order to be published once a week,
three weeks successively In Tlie Courier-Gazette.
newspaper published at Rockland, in said
County, that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at Rockland. In and for said
County, on the nineteenth day of June. A. II.
1923. at nine o’clock In the forenoon and be
heard In reference to the determination of said
tax or any question that may arise in reference
thereto.
ADELBKRT L. MILES,
A true copy,—Attest:
64-T-70
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.

Something to
Think About

| MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD^
Ik. ss
Eastern Standard Tin.e
Pr
Trains Leave Rockland for

Mrs. Irene Brewster, who has been
By thr kindness of Captafn C. E.
• Augusta, A{7.00a. m. t7.3Ca. m., tl 10 p.m.
B »ugor. A {7 00 a. in. 17.30 a. tu.. 11.1C p.m.
■Joung. Sir Galahad Corps of Girl Re quite 111 is somewhat Improved.
Bath A {7.00 a. in.. t7.3O a in.. |1.10 p raMr.
and
Mrs.
Eben
Catderwood
mo

serves, enjoyed a sail to Hurricane Is
15
>0 p. m.
land Sunday in the motor boat Frances. tored to Portland Sunday.
Bostou A{7.00a,m., 17.30 i. in., tl. 10 p.m.
E. G, Carver and family also J'red K'
Clarence Richards is building a bun
Brunswick Aj.’.llO a. m.. 17.30 a. in.. 11 10
p. m . 15 30 p. in .
Coombs and family spent the weekend galow on West street.
By F. A. WALKER
Lewiston. A{7.00a.m., 17.30a.m., 11 10p m.
Dr. S. Y. Weidman and daughter
as guests of Mr. and Mrs. William
New York. tl.10p.ru.
Marion,
returned
Saturday
from
a
Portland. A{7.00 a. ni , t7.J0 a. in., tl 10 p. m.,
I^.i wry at Lead'better’s Narrows.
15
30 p rr..
brief
visit
in
Boston.
Rev. E. W. Stebbins preached the
YOVlt
TOMORROW
Waterville A {7.00 a m., *7.30 a.m. 11.10p.m.
Mrs. Arthur Elwell and sons, Earl,
Woolwich. {7.00 a.m.. 17.3G a. in., 11.10 p.m.,
baccalaureate sermon Sunday at Union
15.30 p.m.
church to the class of 1923, V. H. S. Arthur and Eugene of Belfast are
A S YOU go about your duties today. 1 Daily, except Sunday
Mrs. Edwin
There was appropriate music’ by the guests of Mr. and
5 Sunday only.
** acquiring a larger knowledge of A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
chorus and solos by Mrs. Albra Vinal Storms.
wich
aud
Bath.
is such SUPERB coffee—we are proud that our name
your obligations to others and a bet
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Colby and
Smith.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. I.. UAKKIS,
ter understanding of your work, you V-24-22 V. P. & Gen 1 Mgr. Geu'l I'asA.uger AgL
A banquet was held Thursday night daughter Alma and Mrs. Dwight
appears
on
the
label
of
every
tin
thereof.
Palmer
of
Belfast
were
guests
of
Mr.
are paving your way to a better to
at the O. A. R. rooms by the American
(4123)
Legion with delegates from the sev- and Mrs. Frank Colby Sunday.
morrow.
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
Cap;.
Huse
Richards
has
been
spend

era! clubs as guests. Plans were made
Milliken-Tomlinscn Co., Roasters, Portland, Maine
If you are careful, conscientious,
ing
a
few
days
with
his
family.
for a big Fourth of July celebration,
BANGOR LINE
even-tempered und loyal today, de
Rev. Gordon King Kelley preached
under the auspices of the American
Leave Rockland dally, except Sundays, at 8
termined
to
make
every
stroke
tel
1
,
the
lAiccalauTt-ate
sermon
to
the
gradu

. M , standard time, for Boston.
Legion and Ladies’ Clubs of this town.
Return -Leave Boston dally except Sunday
you will not be lucking In these ex
Proceeds will be used toward erecting ating class R. H. S. at the Methodist
it 6 I’. M.. daviigiif savin* Umn Leave Rock
TURN
ME
OVER
church
Sunday
morning.
A
large
num

RAZORVILLE
cellent qualities tomorrow.
a receiving tomb.
land
dally, except Mondays, at 5 A M.. stand
Estate of Flora B. Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Malcolm of New ber were present. Miss Angie Welt
By holding steadily to such u ard time, Camden 5.45 A. M.. Belfast 7.15 A.
STATE OF MAINE
and
Miss
Marguerite
McRae
sang
M..
Bucksport
9.00 A M.. Winterport 9.30 A.M.,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
L.
Howard
and
York arrived Fridhy and will occupy
course, there will come to you grad due Bangor 10 00 A. M.
ss.
’Drifting” very sweetly.
children and Mrs. John Cunningham of Knox,
the.r home for the summer months.
TjeqjTKpf
(ppeo
At a Probate Court, held at Rock’and, In and ually a new-horn strength which will
Leave
Bangor
daily, except Sundays, at 2 P.
Frank Priest was given a very pleas
Umlon visited at W. E. Overlock’s Me for said County of Knox, on the fifteenth day of
M.. standard time, for way landings, Rockland
Mis. Rena Mossman Andrews of
ease
your
burdens
find
Inspire
a
new
May,
In
the
year
of
our
Lord
one
thousand,
ant
surprise
last
Friday
evening
at
morial
Day.
and
Boston.
Of,
J2A7U VjJ. MSf
Tenant’s Harbor was the guest of her
hundred and twenty-three.
Connection at Boston with Metropolitan line
confidence In your ulillity.
Sa n tod Jones has purchased a nice nine
sister. Mrs. Walter Tolman, the past his home by several of his young
A petition asking for the appointment of Wai
xpresn freight and passenger steamer for New
friends. They received a royal wel
/pjo
/rajxjjpo},
v uioj,
pair of large young horses of W. W. ter II. Butler, as administrator on the estate of
York.
week.
Flora B. Taylor, late of Hope, In said County,
Light of Etist Washington.
Power is not given to ordinary mor
I. L. Hall r-turned to Rath Saturday come and were delightfully entertained.
been presented.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Overlook attend having
BAR HARBOR LINE
having been the guest of Mr. and Mrs Delicious ice cream, cake and fudge
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to ail tals to go at one stride to tlie top. The
were
served.
ed the Damariscotta Baptist Associa persons Interested, by causing a copy of this summit of hope can be reached only
Leave Rockland dally, except Mondays, at
F. M White.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
L.
Withee
and
Miss
order
to
be
published
three
weeks
successively
A.
M.,
standard
time, for North Haven, Ston
tion at Jefferson Thursday.
A large party accompanied the base
Tlie Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published hy repeated steps, sometimes hard ant ington. South Wes, Harbor. North East Haibor,
Mrs. Emily F. Grotton who 'has been in
ball team to Thomaston'Saturday. The Maxine Spofford have returned from
at Rockland, In said County, that they may ap painful, culling for patience und an Seal Harbor aud Bar Harbor. Returning from
spending the winter with her nephew pear at a Probate Court to be held at ockland.
Bar Harbor at i P. m., ttandanl time, dally
trip was madejn motor boat Sea Lion Blanchard where they visited relatives
and wife. Mr. and Mrs, Wendall W. in and for said County, on tlie nineteenth day extraordinary control of the heart, the except Sundays, for way-landings and Rock
Score was 12 to 4 in favor of Thomas and enjoyed trout fishing at which they
of
June,
A.
1).
1923,
at
nine
o
’
clock
In
the
fore

land.
were very successful.
Turner at Palermo Center has come to noon, and show cause, if any they have, why hand and the tongue.
ton.
Mr. and Mrs. John Andrews were re
board with Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Meser the prayer of the petitioner should not be
Charles D. Wentworth, State Traffic
If you succeed in mastering your
BLUEHILL LINE
vey w’ho live on the place Mrs. Grotton .ranted.
Police officer, was In town the past cent guests of Mrs. Geneva Coilamore
self today, it Is likely that tomorrow
Leave Rockland dally, except Mondays, at 5
ADELBERT L. MFLEfl.
in West Rockport.
sold about a year ago.
week, the guest of Frederick Jones.
Judge of Probate.
will be less imperious in Its demands A. M., standard time, for Dark Harbor, South
Mr. and Mrs. John Andrews and F.
The RazorvHle* cemetery is begin
Brooksville, Sargentville, Deer Isle. Brooklln,
A true copy,—Attest:
Barge Hopatcong, Capt.
Barnes
upon yon, and yield a little In its In Sr.utli Bluehlll ami Hluchlll. Returning from
64-T-70
HENRY H PAYSON. Register.
ning to look like a big city institution.
load.d with [Wiving from Leopold & Co., M. Robinson motored to Cushing Sun
Rltichlll at 12.30 P. M.. standard time, dally
clination to get you in trouble.
Charles E. Savage who was recently
left Saturday for New York. Barge day where they were guests of rela
except Sundays, for way landings and Rock
Estate of Thomas Levensaler
tives.
chosen
sexton,
Is
constantly
getting
let

Upon
the
other
linnd,
if
you
are
in
land.
Pocono is now loading at Leopold’s
STATE OF MAINE
The special service at the Baptist
ters from those who live aw’ay and Knox, ss.
F. 8. SHERMAN. Supt. Rockland Me.
different, careless and Indisposed to
wharf.
K. S. SHERMAN, Agent. Rockland, Me.
have friends buried Iw re to fix up their , At a Probate Court, held at Rockland, In ami make the best of opportunities today
Mrs. Fred Greenlaw and daughter church Sunday evening was enjoyed by
nor
said
County
of
Knox,
on
the
15th
day
of
lots, and they are glad to know of May, In the year of our Lord one thousand nine tomorrow will hold these shortcom
Lida, Mrs. Clinton Teal and Miss a goodly number. The pastor. Rev
someone they can get to care for the nine hundred and twenty-three.
Bertha Miller were in Rockland Sat Andrew Young, gave an interesting ad
STEAMER “CASTINE”
dress on "Torch Bearers.” A large
A petition asking for the appointment of B. ings against you, and begin at the
spot that is made dear to them because
urday.
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number
of
the
Sunday
School
were
in
their
friends
are
buried
there.
Mr.
Mis. Walter Ingersoll and daughter
Thomas Levensaler, late of Washington, in said happy.
Savage is very careful in this work and County, having been presented.
West Islesboro and Belfast, on
Ailegra returned Saturday from Rock attendance and the musical numbers
included a duet by Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Ordered, That notice thereof lie given to all
is
reasonable
in
his
charges.
It
is
MONDAY, JUNE 4
more
It will follow you as you go tc
land.
oersons Interested, by causing a copy of this
leaving Camden at 9:00 A. M., Daylight
hoped that all the lots will soon be in order
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Sawyer and win Storms and solos by Miss Blanche
work, snapping at your heels like
to
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published
three
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successively
ike
le//
good condition.
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published surly dog. And when you confront Saving Time.
daughter Eleanor of Rockland were Cody and Miss Dorothy Robinson.
The grocery stores in Rockland have
; Jayj Ike
A quiet wedding was held at the a; Bockland, in said County, that they may ap
gu sts of -Mr. Sawyer’s father. Miles
COOMBS BROS., Mgrs.
voted to close Wednesdays during the
home of Mi-ssionary and Mrs. Overlook pear at a Probate Court to be he’d at Rockland, your task you will feel the sweep of
Sawyer for the weekend.
in and for said County, on tlie nineteenth day contrary cross-currents and Inconstant
simmer
at
noon,
commencing
tomor
Thursday evening, the contracting of June, A. D. 1923, at nine o'clock In the fore
Ernest Hatch returned to Portland
squalls, ready at the first drop of an
_ W. Day of Bur noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
parties were George
Thursday. While in town he was the row.
kettville and Allas Clara 'Dearborn of Ilhe
of tlle PdUUooer should not he ugly word to make you thoroughly
EAST UNION
SMALLEY’S
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
granted.
North Union. The single ring cere
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ADELBERT L. MILES,
Crowell Hatch.
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•
mony
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and
Mr.
and
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Earl
Judge
of
Probate.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hastings of
The Silent Sisters were entertained
A true copy,—Attest :
Friday evening to a -dandelion green
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawkln and Searsmont were guests of Mr. and Boynton of Washington accompanied
It
is
too
late
now
for
regrets.
You
64 T-70
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
BELFAST & BANGOR
the couple.
dinner, given by Miss Carrie Pendle Mrs. Albert Slingsby, Jr., motored to Mrs. Ern*st Brqwn recently.
have lost a day and are slipping down
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones of Au
Asbury Blood of Be verly, Mass., call
ton at Rock cottage.
Rockland Saturday.
Estate of William W. Southard
CAR
hill, while the “still small voice” Is
Thursday the classof ’23. V. IL S. ob
Several of the members of Puritan ed on old friends at this place while in gusta and Mr. and Mrs. Delmeter also KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate, held calling in your ears to he steady
is now making Two Trips Daily
of Augusta visited their mother Mis.
served class day by dressing as kid Rebekah Lodge attended the District towm recently.
at Rockland in vacation on the 24th day of
dutious and thoughtful of your future
Leaving Hotel Rockland and calling
May, A. I). 1923.
Esther and Irene Watts spent Wed Sanford Jones Sunday. Air. and Mrs.
dles and trying the patience or the meeting held in Camden Thursday
Joshua N. Southard, Administrator on the
at Hotel Thorndike at 7 A. M. and
Thousands of light-headed, variable
teachrs. Instead of attending the All report a pleasant time and a grand nesday with their sister. Mrs. Walter Frank lisancy of Bui kettville were also estate of Willi am W. Southard, late of Rock
12:30 P. M.
visitors there.
Tolman in West Rockport.
afternoon session they aktp|)ed school supper.
land, In said County, deceased, having presented young men and women have missed
bis first and final account of administration of
Glover Kearly, accompanied by a
Leaving Windsor Hotel, Belfast, for
and enjoyed a picnic.at Carver’s Cove.
Mr. and Mrs. George Williams of
tlieir goal through their unconcern of
said
estate
for
allowance
:
Rockland, 10:30 A. M. and 4:30 P. M.
The graduation exercises of the class Rockland were in this place Saturday, friend is at home from New* York for
WASHINGTON
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three tomorrow.
of 1923. VinaLhaven High School, will
weeks successively, In The Courier-Gazette,
All the Odd Fellows who attended a two weeks’ vacation.
TELEPHONE 149-M.
Instead of looking forward, sharp
, ,,
■ published in Rockland, in said County, that all
Mrs. Millie Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Law
take place in Memorial hall. June 7 at the district meeting Saturday marched
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Thompson have I ,)erswns interested may attend at a Probate
46-tf
7 o'clock. The public is cordially in in a body from the hall to H. F. Kai rence Morton and chMdren, and Miss bought a house at Port Clyde where I Court to be held at Rockland, on the 19th day ening tlieir wits, keeping their vision
vited to attend. Children under the loch & Co.'s store with music by the Sarah Gray spent Memorial day at they will move alter making some re . of June next, and show cause, If any they have, unclouded, anil giving each hour the
why the said account should not be allowed.
elgth grade will not be admitted un orchestra. The Rebekahs served a pic Washington.
best that Is in them, they play fast
pairs. AU are sorry to have them go.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge.
Thirty-eight members from Pioneer
less holding reserved seat tickets. nic supper.
and loose with today, and thereby
Mrs. Norman Simmons has returned
A true copy,—Attest:
Grange
visited
Pleasant
Valley
Grange,
This is the program: Invocation, Rev.
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HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
Mark G. Wall, who with his daughter
to her home in Friendship.
misstep with the progressive and fall
E. W. Stebbins; selection, High School Lucy is occupying the Forrest Wall Rockland, last Tuesday evening and all
Charles B. Davis and Miss Sarah
behind.
Estate
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Larrabee
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a
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time,
on
their
arrival
at
orchestra; salutatory, ’’Class Motto," house, is much improved in health
F. B. ADAMS. M. D.
McLellan were married at the parson
STATE OF MAINE
the hall a bountiful G o’clock supper age at Tenant’s Harbor, May 28, by
Though they rail against the Fates,
Annie Calder; instrumental duet. Harry since his arrival here.
Knox, ss.
Office hours: 8 to 9 A. M.
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to
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Snow, Lida Greenlaw; class prophecy,
Frank Pellette is having a piazza
Rev. Perley Miller.
In Court of Probate, held at Rockiand, on the which they feel will bring them the
I to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M. and
Pleasant Valley fur
Miry Wood; vocal selection, school; built on the front of his summer home impiv justice.
•tli day of May.
frown of tomorrow, they shun help
Mrs. Elsie Giles and Mrs. irene Bond
by appointment
Mary H. Larrabee, widow of Albert J. Larra
nished a most excellent program and are at their homes for the summer.
oration, “Today’s Call of Youth,” Harry which makes a great improvement.
bee, late of Rockland. In said County, deceased. ful faith and courage, forget their
400 Main St. ROCKLAND. MAINE
Snow; selection, High School orches
Mrs. Clara Davis, Mrs. Leander especially worthy of mention were the
Mr. and Airs. Itodney Simmons were having presented her application for allowance prayers and slip hopelessly down und
Telephone 160-W
451f
tra; oration, “The Quest for Happi Wiley, Roland Jackson and Mrs. Albert patriotic exercises by the young ladies. in Rockport Memorial Day.
out <»f the personal estate of said deceased :
tjs i.
... . ; v. ‘
t ..
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, once a down to the yawning abyss of despair,
ness,” James Smith; class gifts. Elea Slingsby. Jr., motored to Windsorville Little Miss Virginia Brown in her
Sidney Andre ws is home foi thi wee|, for three weeks successively, tn The four
nor Lewis; vocal selection, school; last week and were guests of Mr. and songs and recitations was a pleasing summer. He will be: chauffeur for Mrs. ler-Cszette. published In Boekiand. In said too weak to rise or turn tlieir faces
H. V. TWEED1E, M. D.
feature of the entertainment. The lec Washburn, who is expected here this
valedictory. "Making Good,” Louie Mrs. George Rivers.
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at a Probate Court to be held at Itot-kSand, nn of Hope,
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any they have, why die prayer of said petition
MARTINSVILLE
sisted with several numbers during the tage for the summer.
--------- o---------The members of the class are: Annie J.
407 MAIN STRFFT
should not be granted.
evening. Col. E. K. Gould was present
H(,urt. 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 9 P. M.
AIIELBKRT I,. MILES, Judge.
Calder, Louie H. Smith, Lionel E.
Mr. and Mrs. Adams were here for
There
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nt
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:
and made some able and interesting
Boutilier, James Smith, Eleanor Lewis,
the weekend, returning Tuesday to
Office Telephone 493-W
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HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.
Estate of Ellen F. Daggett
Mcrrideta P. Trefrey, Courtney V. Bo- Knox Pomona which met with Ocean talk in his Memorial address which was tlieir home in Massachusetts.
STATE OF MAINE
highly appreciated.
man, Lida M. Greenlaw, Grace E. View Grange on Saturday.
Estate of Emily Simmons
Knox, ss.
Miss Bertha Jones spent the week
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OF
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A petition asking for the .ippointnu nt of Oer
May, In the year of our Lord one thousand,
sister, Mrs. Llewellyn Gardner last
Rockland
Intense study of the Bihle will keep nine hundred and twenty-three.
trude E. Daggett, as administratrix on tlie es 38 Summer Street.
secretary, Annie Calder; treasurer,
The women cf the Farm Bureau held
A petition asking for the appointment of tate of Ellen F. Daggett, late of Union, In said
Htiy man from being vulgar lu point
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Mary Wood. The High School teachers week.
Lettie R. Simmons as administratrix on tlie es County, having been presented und application
Mrs. Willis Alley and young son went a meeting at Masonic building May
are: Smith R. Hopkins, principal;
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tate of Emily Simmons, late of Friendship, in having been made tiiat no bond be required of
to Medtleld, Mass, on Wednesday with 31. There was a large attendance and
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Sargent M. Ricker and Gwendoline
said County, having been presented and appll- said administratrix.
Mrs. Alley’s mother. Mrs. Mitchell, who much Interesting work accomplished,
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
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A true copy,—Attest :
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Professional & Business Cards

EAST SEARSMONT

STONINGTON

Mr. and Mrs. Arad Mahon<y were in
Belmont recently at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Klijah Morse to see their
brother Henry Mahoney who has been
seriously ill with the measles.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Shea and son Clar
ence Watson of Bast Pittston were
recent callers at Charles Heald'a and
Thornus Hall’s.
Mrs. E. P. Marriner and daughters
Katherine und Avis of Belfast were
guests May 30 of their relatiVes, Mrs.
L. S. Marriner and Mrs. K. W. Heald.
Mr. and Mrs. A'vah Donnell and
children of Searsport were Sunday
guests of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
H. M. Donnell.
Mrs. Frank Ge!o and son Clarence
were in North Searsmont recently, the
guests of Mis. Flora Itokes.
Olive Marriner Is working in Liberty
for a short period.
The farmers are improving the few
pleasant days In doing their planting.

The Odd F«llows gave their annual
ball May 29 at the Opera House with
music furnished by Wickett’s Orches
tra.
Herbert Warren has bought the Will
Goss house.
General regret is felt at the death of
Charles U. Russ, a well known citizen
ol this town. Mr. Russ died In Rock
land Saturday.
John Robbins has moved into his
new house. ->
Charles Cleveland went to Baltimore,
Md., Wednesday, where he will sail as
second engineer on the S. S. West Co
balt for Manchester, Eng.
The priest from Ellsworth was here
Sunday and held mass at the Opera
House.
MYs. Carrie McDonald will manage
the bank of the Union Trust Company
In place of Miss Carlotte Green during
her absence.
John K. Eaton is at work for Dr. G
B Noyes, doing repair work about the
house.
The lobster fishermen are hard at it
repairing their traps and gear for the
summer business.

c

L

NORTH HAVEN
Saturday marked the closing of an
other ^Jorth Haven home and the pass
ing of another unit of an old time, hon
ored family. Reference is had to the
family of the late Wilbert F. Brown,
whose widow and daughter will hereaf
ter make their home in Newport. Mr.
Brown represented the ruggedly honest
and industrious type which has been
characteristic of New England and in
the passing of such a man any com
munity sustains a loss not easily ex
pressed in words. The family carry
with them the sympathy of the com
munity and it is earnestly hoped that
the old homestead on Bate Point will
be occupied when possible.

HILDRENS COLDS
Children have very deli
cate digestions, easily
disturbed by too much
“dosing." Treat croup
and colds “externally" by
using—

VapoRub
Oner 17 Million Jan Used Yeatly

Those small ads nt The CourierGazette are read by every body. That
' is why they are so popular aud

I

effective.

ADELBERT L. MIUS0,
State County
tax or any question that may arise in reference
Judge of Probate.
Tax
Tax
thereto.
ANDREWS ISLAND, part of. being all of said island, excepting ’ Tlie Neck,”
A true copy,—’Attest:
ADELBERT L. MILKS,
so-called. Said Island, witli the exception noted, Is reputed to he owned hy
64 T 7(»
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.
A true copy,—Attest :
Thomas Dwyer and contains one hundred acres, more or less......................... $10 88
3.71
64 T 70
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register.
ANDREWS ISLAND, part of. being that part of said island known as “Tlie Neck,”
Estate of James Simmons
witli building thereon. Said part of said island is reputed to be owned by
STATE OF MAINE
A. F. Rackliff and contains twenty-five acres, more or less..............................
8.70
2.97 Knox, ss.
BAR ISLAND. Said Island Is reputed to be owned by William Underwood Com
At a Probate Court, held at Rockland, In ami
pany and contains five acres, more or less........................................?.................
for said County of Knox, on the 15th day of
May, in tlie year of our Lord one thousand
RERGH ISLAND. Said Island with the buildings thereon Is reputed to be owned
by Mabel C. Jennings and contains eight acres, more or less............................
3.G3
1.24 nine hundred and twenty-three.
A petition asking for tlie appointment of LetCAMP ISLAND. Said Island Is reputed to be owned by the estate of S. M. Bird,
. . tie R. Simmons as administratrix on the estate
et als, and contains one acre, more or less............................................... .*....
, of James Simmons, late of Friendship, In said
CROW ISLAND. Said island.is reputed to be owned by Alden G. Shea and conCounty, having been presented and application
tains four acres, more or less...............................................................................
.2 5 having been made that no bond be required of
lEUULATION SIZE WITH NAM1
said administratrix.
DIX ISLAND. Said island, with buildings thereon, is reputed to be owned by
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
Thomas Dwyer and contains sixty acres, more or less................ ......................
ANU AUUHESS (V MAKF.H ANU
2.9
persons
interested,
by
causing
a
copy
of
this
FISHERMAN’S ISLAND. Said Island is reputed to be owned by Alvin Hurd and
NET WEIGHT, IN AGCUKIIaNCB
order to be published three weeks auccesslvely
contains five acres, more or less...........................................................................
.28 In The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
WITH KEHEHAL LAW.
FLAG ISLAND. Said Island, with the buildings thereon. Is reputed to be owned
at Rockland, In said County, that they may a
by William Underwood Company and contains four acres, more or less..........
.49 pear at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland
1.45
$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
in and for said County, on the nineteenth day
GRAFTON ISLAND. Said Island, with buildings thereon. Is reputed to be owned
Pur Puuud size
by William Underwood Company and contains fifty-four acres, more or less..
5.44
1.85 of June, A. D. 1923, at nine o’clock In tlie fore
noon, and show cause, If any they have, why
HEWETT’S ISLAND. Said Island Is reputed to be owned by the McLoon Heirs
PoaUgu 15 oeuta addllloMl
the
prayer
of
the
petitioner
r.hould
not
be
aud contains one hundred acres, more or less.....................................................
7.25
2.4 granted.
HIGH ISLAND. Said Island, with buildings and improvements thereon is reputed
ADELBERT L. MILES,
to be owned by the Consolidated High Island Granite Company and contains
Judge of Probate.
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
forty acres, more or less.........................................................................................
2.47
A true copy,—A ttest:
64 T 70
HENRY II. PAYSON, Register.
Pontaee 10 cents additional
INNER POND ISLAND. Said Island Is reputed to be owned by Mrs. Olive Rack
liff and contains two acres, more or less..............................................................
.38
.12
Pur each additional loot) slieeta ord
Estate o’ Marilla Dearborn
LASELL’S ISLAND. Said Island Is reputed to be owned by Grace Cllley Tibbetts
ered at same tune, add lu the price
and contains one hundred forty-eight acres, more or less................................
10.73
3.6
STATE OF MAINE
of first toot), $4.00 aud 1* oenta pott
Knox, as.
LITTLE BERMUDA ISLAND. Said island Is reputed to be owned hy GraceCiliey
At a Probate Court, held at Rockland, In and
age fur e»ol) 1000.
Tibbetts, and contains one acre, more or less.......................................................
.18
.06
for said County of Knox, on tlie 15th day of
LTTTLE GREEN ISLAND. Said Island is reputed to be owned by Thomas Dwyer
Q
May.
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
one
thousand
nine
and contains ten acres, more or less....................................................................
1.81
' “ , hundred and twenty-three.
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
LITTLE HURRICANE ISIaAND. Said island Is reputed to be owned by E. V.
A petition asking for tlie appointment of Ar
Shea and contains one acre, more or less...............................................................
.18
Pur Half Pound aize
.66 | tliur S. Baker as administrator on tlie estate of
Marilla Dearborn, late of Rockland, in said
NETTLE ISLAND. Said island Is reputed to be owned by E. Brown and contains
Pnalage 10 oents additional
one acre, more or less..............................................................................................
.18
.06 County, having been presented.
Ordered, Tiiat notice thereof lie given to all
NUB ISLAND. Said island Is reputed to be owned by Julia Rackliff and contains
persons interested, by causing a copy of this
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
one sere, mote o: less.................................................................................
.18
.06 order to lie published three weeks successively
OTTER ISLAND. Said Island Is reputed to be owned by Thomas Dw.’cr aim con
Postage 10 oenta additional
in Tlie i ourler (iazette. a newspaper puiillslied
tains ill teen acres, more or less................................................................ .. ....
2 72
.93 at Rockland, in said County, tiiat they may ap
Por each additional 1000 ahecta ord
pear at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland.
OUTER l'OND or WOODSEY ISLAND. Said island Is reputed ;o be »wn- 1 by 8.
In and for said County, on the nineteenth day
ered at same time, add to the prloa
M Blid and contains two acres, more or less.......................... ........... •...........
.36
of June. A. I). 1923, at nine o’clock in the fore
of first 1000, $3..'i0 and 10 oenta pott
PLEASANT ISLAND. Said Island is reputed to be owned by the I ird.iu Estate
noon, and show cause, if any tliey have, why
and contains eighty ’acres, more or less............ . ....................................... ....
2 47 tlie prayer of the petitioner should not be
age for each 1000.
POVERTY NUB ISLAND. Said Island Is reputed to be owned hy Alvin Hurd and
granted.
contains one acre, more or less.................................................................. .. ....
.12
ADELBERT L. MILKS.
THE
Judge of Probate.
SADDLE ISLAND. Said Island Is reputed to be owned by Grace 1 lllcy Tibbetts
A
true
copy,
—
Attest:
and contains for*y-seven acres, more or less.......................................................
3,63
1.24
COURIER64 T 76
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register.
SHEEP ISLAND. Said island is reputed to be owned by Grice Ulll-y Tibbetts
and contains one huudred acres, more or less........................................... ...........
7.25
2.47
GAZETTE.
ENGRAVED CARDS rail at this office and
| examine styles. If you already have a plate
W. L. BONNEY,

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

64 T 70

Treasurer of State.

bring H In and let us prim you card*
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Rockland Maine

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
—and—
X RAY OPERATOR
8UMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Telephone 123

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.
ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A. J. Erskine A Co.
417 MAIN ST. . . ROCKLAND. ME.

L. R. CAMPBELL

Attorney at Law
Special Attention to Probata Matter*
37S MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. ME.

EDWARD K. GOULD

Attorney at Law
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THOMASTON

GRADUATION NIGHT

Miss Nellie Gardiner who Was op
erated upon last week at Knox Hospi
tal, is resting comfortably.
Mrs. Hattie Co|»elan<l arrived from
Boston Friday and exjtects to spend the
summer with hrtr daughter. Mrs. Grace
Payson.
Announcements have been received
in town of the marriage of Mrs. Myra
Hall Kendall (formerly of Thomaston)
and Raymond V. Root of Washington.
D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. .1. W. Strout motored to
Brunswick Sunday. They were occompani d by Alfred Strout who returned
to Bowdoin College.
Walter Rtudley of Portland, was a
weekend guesit of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Studle.v.
Musses Marian Starrett and Belle
Orne spent the weekend in Cushing.
Herbert Xewljert has purchased a
new Dodge touring car.
Miins Anna Donohue of Boston is vis
iting relatives in town.
Harvey Patterson of Fairfield was a
recent gues< of Mrs. Fannie Edgerton.
Miss Katherine Stevens, a student at
Gorham Normal School, was a week
end guess! of Mrs. William Hanly.
Mrs. Levi Seavev had the misfortune
to fall and break her wrist Monday
evening.
•
Miss Bertha Prince has returned
from Damariscotta Mills where she
has .been visit ing relatives.
Rev. and Mrs. R. P. Browne of Rock
land will be at the Baptist church
Thursday evening and will report on
the- Northern Baptist convention, held
recently at Atlantic City.
Rev. and Mrs. B. W. Russell. Miss
Margaret Crandon and Rev. R. H.
Short attended the Knox county minis
terial outing to North Haven on Mon
day.
The grocery stores in Rockland have
toted to close Wednesdays during the
summer at noon, commencing tomor
row.

Thomaston High School Com
mencement In Watts, Hall—
The Program.

CAMDEN
Mrs. W. F. Hart .is spending the week
in Boston, the guest ul her son. Frank
Hart, who graduates this week from
M. 1. T
Miss Ethel Gleason and Alva Kerr of
Oakland have been guests of Mrs. F. O.
Clark at her cottage, Megunticook
Lake, the ]>ast week.
Mrs. W. B. Seignious. Jr., who has
been fhe guest of her sister, Mrs. A. V.
Elmore, at Elsmere, fhe past month,
returned the last of the week to her
home in Wollaston.
Ernest Hall of New York has been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Brews
ter.
Mrs. Joseph S. Lockhart of Cam
bridge. Mass. and. Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Ke-mbtr and daughter Doris of Belmont,
Mass, are at their cottage at Megunficook Lake for the summer.
Dr. and Mrs. W. D. Barron were at
the "Herbert" at Kingfield over the
holiday, returning by way of Bangor
where Dr. Barron attended the Shriners
meeting. Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Ames
of Thomaston were guests of the Bar
rons at Camp Norab, Hobb's Pond for
the weekend.
’Whitehall is now open for guests.
Ralph Merrill and Mrs. Merrill are
staying there until itheit cottage is
ready for occupancy. Mrs. Howard
Harris of Miami. Fla., arrived last
week for the summer. Mr. Elmore has
rented his cottage. "Seamore” recently
purchased of Dr. L. W. Hart, to Mr.
Squire of New York.
Mrs. F. E. Morrow and Mrs. W. G.
Stover hove returned from a visit in
Portland.
Mrs. F. O. Clark entertained a party
of ladies from Camden at Molyneaux
Cabin, Friday. Guests began to ar
rive at 8.30 to make the day as long as
possible and each brought box or l>asket of good things to eat. And the re
sult was a most delicious dinner, after
which auction was enjoyed. Mrs. Fred
Glikey had the highest, Mrs. A. R. Hal
ford next, and the consolation prize
went to Mrs. Walter Elliott. The
other guests were Mrs. Joseph Emery,
Mrs. Fred T. Gould, Mrs. Walter
Clark, Mrs. W. U. Barron, Mrs. G. W.
Achorn, Mrs. J. A. Brewster. Mrs. W.
G. Stover. Mrs. Leo Strong. Mrs. Fred
L. Curtis. Mrs. Charles Wood, Mrs.
Raymond Conley, Mrs. W. 'F. Bisbee
and Mrs. A. V. Elmore.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Williams have
leturned from a .two Weeks’ vacation,
visiting New Haven. Conn.. Annapolis,
and Baltimore, Md., and Washington.
The grocery stores in Rockland have
voted to close Wednesdays during the
summer at noon, commencing tomor
row.

SOUTH HOPE
Several from this place attended Po
mona Grange at Martinsville Saturday.
Rev. M. L. Hadley of Canton, vice
president and field worker of the State
Convention of Universalist churches,
has been in this place the past week
in the interests of the local church.
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Klagge of Boston
and Mrs. Jennie Klagge of Winthrop,
Mass., have been at Klagge Croft for
the past week, returning to Boston
Saturday night.
A. S. Lermond was at New Harbor
last week, the guest of W. D. Collison.
Mr. and Mrs. George Mank have
gone to Clark Island where Mr. Mank
has employment.
The village school gives an enter
tainment at the Grange hall Monday
evening, June 11. Home-made candy,
cakea nd ice cream will be fgr sale.
The children have been working hard
the past year to purchase a victrola
and now are anxious to add Walter
Camp’s Daily Dozen to their collection
ol records. I.et all In the community
give the children a boost. It will give
them courage to attempt other things
that will improve their school.
After a long illness, Reuben Howard
died last Tuesday at the home of his
daughter. Mrs. Lester Merrill. Funeral
services were held Thursday at the Ad
vent chapel. The heartfelt sympathy
of the community goes out to those left
to mourn the loss of a husband and
father. He leaves a wife, Mrs. Eliza
beth Howard, a son Leo Howard of
Rockland, and two daughters, Mrs.
Lester Merrill of this place and Mrs.
John Davis of Warren.
CHARLES U. RUSS

rles U. Russ, whose death took
in this city Saturday, was well
favorably
known
throughout
>. He was a native of Belfast but
ved the greater part of bis life at
ngton. where with his father he
icted a large general store and
"state business, being one of the
it tax payers of that town for a
er of years. He owned and manthe Stonington Opera House. Afe burning of that house he bought
ry-go-round. which he had operor the past fifteen years. He was
•ngaged in the manufacture of a
f food flavors. Mr. Russ will be
d by a wide circle of business
s and acquaintances.

I
I
I
I
I

The commencement exercises of
Thomaston High School take place in
Watts hall tonight with the following
program:
Processional—music

Or l*e-.:ra

Prayer
Rev. E. W. Webber
Music
Orchv.tra
Salutatory and Essay—“Ku Klux Kian’
Constance Folsom Bow.
History- “Classiad”
Elliot William Copeland
(’lass Gifts—“Apollo’! Offerings”
Flora Belle Ot:.
Music
Man O' War’s Man—(Arthur W. Merchant I
Selected School Chorus
First Oration—"The Criterion of the Future’’
Howard Joseph Beattie
Prophecy—“Crystal-Gazing”
Edward Ellison Lindsey. Robert Armstrong
Mitchell
Second Oration—“Life-Jit Literature”
■
•
Evelyn Louise Kalloch
A'— ’
‘ "
■'* ' 1J
Violin Duet
£
O Sole Mio”
• Barcarolle from Hoffman”
Howard Joseph Beattie. Naomi Averill
Constance Bowes
Class Will
Marian Estelle Starrett
By MILDRED MARSHALL
Valedictory and Essay ' The House Beautiful”
Lorinda Belle Orne i
Address to Graduates
Supt. George E. Paine
Facb cboul your name; lb hlrlory;
Presentation of Diplomas Supt. (ieorge E. Paine
Class Ode
moaning; uhsnct il isai dttived;
Honor parts: Valedic tory. salutatory first |
I
tlgnfficance; your lucky day
oration and second oration awarded by rank
I
and lucky jnctl

“What’s in a Name?"

Every-Other -Day

Summer Cottages and Board
MEN YOU MAY MARRY
By E. R. PEYSER
Has a Man Like This Ever Pro
posed to You!
Symptoms: First thing you
sec are his white socks in a flash
a little above two feet! You
can't get them out of your mind,
even when you’re holding his
hand. lie is a good dresser, but
why always white socks? Does
he I,dong to some order? Or
hail team? You ask ldtn one
day in a flash of Impatience anti
lie tells you:
"Because they
are cleaner.”
IN FACT
Cleanliness is next to Stylish
ness, Is ills creed.
Prescription to Bride:
25
Cleaning
powders
and
soaps.
•
Sock stretchers taken daily In
to the creases of his socks.
Re careful that you know nil
the latest clennsers for yourself.
He is finicky.
Absorb This:
IF CLEANING DE THE FOOD
OF LOVE. CLEAN ON!

WANTED

EXPERIENCED STITCHERS
Also

HAND

SEWERS

Wo can also start a few beginners who can show ability to learn on
work with pay while learning.

Apply

MODERN PANTS CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

FOR SALE
This beautiful cottage, situated
at the entrance of Penobscot Bay
All modern conveniences; 29 acres
of land; 20C0 feet of shore front.
One of the most picturesque spots
on the Maine Coast. For particu
lars, address

PHIL T. WARE

NOW la the time when people are laying
summer vacation, plana The Courier-Gazette
suggests that ownore of cottage property, to
let or for sale, or accommodations for boarders,
announcers fa*t under thi* heading, where It
will no read all over New England
TO LET—Bummer cottage, furnished. Near
car line: view of ocean and hills. City water.
Apply to MRS. C. A. CROCKETT. 69 North
Main Street.
67*78
TO LET For July nnd August, bungalow of
G rooms, nicely furnished, running water, beautilul view of ocean and islands. ELIZABETH
C. BOOTH, Holiday Beach, Owl’s Head, Me.
67*72
TO RENT—Camp 30x46, in country; accom
modations tor six or eight : fireplace, large oil
range, piazza, piano, room for two small autos.
Inqulru at SOUTH CUSHING P. O.
65 tf
FOR SALE—Western Head Island. Conceded
to be the most beautiful spot in Penobscot Bay
is separated from Isle au Haut by 200 fee, of
water, connected by dry bar at low tide. Contains
about 50 acres*and is heavily wooded. A Snug
little harbor with a natural stone wharf with
ample water for any vessel is found on one
shore. Island is of granite formation suitable
for paving or building stone. This aland is
in tlie middle of the best fishing grounds on the
Atlantic coast and has valuable fish privileges
on every side. It is within three miles of a
large trout stocked fresli water pond and thel-e
Is good hunting. Exclusive summer residence^
on every hand. Write, to L. W. BENNER. Real
Estate. No. 2 North Main St., Rockland. 66-68
TO LET Boulder cottage, furnished, at
Crescent Beach, after June 1st. Five sleeping
rooms. Water piped In from private well. Ap
ply to MRS. M. A. JOHNSON, 373 Main street,
Rockland. Tel. 756.
63-tf
TO LET—Furnished 8 room brick bouse with
garage at the bead of Chlckawaukie Lake. One
of the most beautiful lakes in Maine; good
fishing. House has city water, three burner
Perfection oil stove, good kitchen range aud a
fireplace; telephone; four beds; cool cellar;
refrigerator, and an ice house near by; boat;
place for garden ; postofilee 10 minutes walk,
two mails a day with Boston morning papers
on noon mail. Apply to MRS. MABEL RAWLEY, 130 Main Street, Rockland. Tel. 522-1 or
352-5.
f,l-tf

I
The class roster follows: President.
by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
I
SPRUCE HEAD, MAINE
Lorinda Belle Orne; vice president.
K
—
43T-S-tf
Xaomi Averill; secretary. Elliot Wil
liam Copeland: treasurer, Howard Jo
CI.AKA
seph Beattie: Constance Folsom Bowes,
Fred Crockett Brown. Elizabeth Ruth
I.AKA, it may be readily surniisett
FOR SALE
Cochrane, Annie Robbins Dunbar. Say- —* by anyone familiar with Latin, is
ward Newton Hall. Evelyn Louise Kalat
OWL
’S HEAD, ME.
derived from the adjective lueuning
TO LET OR FOR SALE—Two furnished sum
lcch, Robert House Libby, Edward El
mer cottages. 8 and 9 rooms at Owl’s Head,
CASTLE COMFORT COTTAGE
bright,
clear,
or
famous.
As
a
musical
lison Lindsay. Robert Armstrong M itchMaine,
prices low. B. F. HUSSEY, 30 Church
AND CARAGE
8,.. Everett. Mass.
44’6H
elT, Flora Belle Orne. Arthur Thomas | anil ever-charming feminine name it
The finest piece of Summer Pro
Risteen, Marian Estelle Starrett. Ethel j lias kept its significance, though the
perty
on
the
Maine
Coast.
Bj F. A. WALKER
Josephine Upham, eJannette Newcomb ! steps of Its history are many and de
Wanted
Throughly overhauled and painted
Waldo.
vious.
last season—not a rotten piece of
WANTED—2 girls for general housework for
Class colors, silver gray and bottle
The Romans used the name Clams
lumber in it.
summer months at my cottage. Bay Point. One
KEEPING IX TUNE
green; class flower, red American Beau as a masculine name and its vogue
Included with the buildings Is must be able to cook. Recommendations. E. B.
ty; class motto, "Virtute Itur Ad As
the strip of land extending to the MacALLlSTElt, 16 School St. Tel. 470. 67 tf
tra;” class poet, Constance Bowes; spread in Europe. St. Clarus is revered 'T'O AVOID an occasion for unhnpplWANTED Fireman wants work. Address 55
shores. Insuring an unobstructed
as
the
first
Bishop
of
Nantes
in
Brit

class marshal, Howard Joseph Beattie.
GRACE ST.. Rockland. Me.
67*69
ness, for dull days and dreary
view of ocean and islands.
tany in A. I)„ 280. Another Clarus, a
WANTED—Girl for housework in a small
J. W. HATCH
nights,
we
should
do
our
best
to
keep
native of Rochester, was a hermit near
family. No washing or Ironing. MRS. WIL
197 BROADWAY. ROCKLAND. MAINE
AUGUSTA’S REPLY
LIAM T. COBB, 12 Talbot Avenue, Rockland.
lloucn who was murdered at the insti In tune with the “Music of the
gation of n wicked woman who had Spheres."
WANTED—Crochet ers on infants’ bootees
To Mrs. Lena K. Sargent’s tainly paid her addresses to him. The
The tuneful people, the people with
and sacques. Steady work. Submit samples.
songs on their lips and smiles in their
Mention
this paper. SCHLESINGEK, 13 East
name
was
then
changed
to
Clair
and,
Challenge — Can See No
33rd St., New York.
67 It
combined with a ‘‘Saint," named two eyes are tlie people who manifest tlie
WANTED
Pastry
Cook,
at
BROOKSIDE
keenest
interest
in
things
around
them
Reason For Accepting.
of the most noted families in the his
LUNCH, at the Brook, Main St.
66 68
tory of Great Britain, besides the vari and take a daily part in doing the
WANTEDAn
all
around
cook.
MUNRO
’S
The recerrt shorthand challenge is ous “de St. Clairs" of France. In world’s work.
RESTAURANT, Park street, Rockland. 66-68
sued by by Mrs. Lena K. Sargent, head
Tlie
secret
of
their
continued
con

I
have
a
car
of
Cedar
Shingles
coming
to
Georges
Britain, It was speedily contracted Ttf
WANTED—Experienced chambermaid at HO
of Rockland High School’s commercial
tent is in employment, change of
TEL ROCKLAND
66 68
department, was received with aloof Sinclair, and subsequently ns Clnre,
River
Station
and
will
sell
them
at
n
right
price
from
thought, the right sort of physical and
WANTED—Woman order cook at .MUNRO’S
ness by Cony High School. The Ken named the Cpunty Clare of Ireland, a
RESTAURANT. Park St.
66 68
tract of land presented hy Edward 1 mental activity, which make them oh
the car.
nebec Journal'says:
WANTED—The Fuller Brush Company wants
"In a recent issue of this paper Mrs. as a wedding present to the son of the tlvious to tlie jarring discords around
two high grade men as representatives in nearby
them.
Sargent of Rockland High School sent famous Red <fe Clare.
territory—married men with cars preferred.
My mill is running and 1 can saw Spruce Cottage
The still pool becomes stagnant. So
out a challenge ito any High School in
Write or see H. 1‘. McALMAN. Rockland, Me.
Spanish ! re has it that the first
65-67
Maine who writes the Gregg system to Clara known to history was the daugh floes the dormant mind.
Frames to order.
a contest of 120 and 140 words per min
WANTED—Washing and ironing. Can fur
There is bewitching music nnd ex
ter of Charlemagne, hut the real origin
nish
references
if
desired.
MRS.
L.
M.
MOON,
ute." At that time Mrs' Sargent .stated
hilarating thrill in the bubbling waters
12 Lisle St65*67
22 ft. Power Dory and Engine For Sale
tliat she 'feels that there were certain seems to have been in Italy where the of the crystal brook; there is never a
WANTED—Two Hundred Dollars for three or
conditions unfavorabje to the Hitman first Chiara, as the Italians call her,
six months at fifteen per cent Interest.
Ad
was a devoted disciple of St. Francis note of gladness in the idle mind,
system in the State contest held in Au
dress MONEY, care of Courier-Gazette. 65*67
where
discontent
holds
sway
and
dis

gusta. May 26.’
and under his direction established an
WANTED—Position as chauffeur or truck
"The contest was planned to ascer
order of women following his rule and mal forebodings darken the beams of
driver. References given. Tel. 585-J. 63-tf
tain which High School pupil in the called "poor Clares” or sisters of St. the brightest day and dull the voice of
FRIENDSHIP, MAINE
67«lt
WANTED—Two or three good men in our
State is the most accurate user of Clara. The French call the name greeting friends.
Portland plant Apply ROCKLAND TALLOW
shorthand at a given speed, that speed
CO.,
Rockland. Me.
63-tf
Men nnd women who keep in tune
Claire. The Breton form is Skleara
designated as between 90 and 100 words
WANTED—Two
experienced
waitresses.
scatter
their
sunshine
wherever
they
HOTEL ROCKLAND.
61 tf
per minute by a majority vote of the and Finns have contracted it to Lara. go, and perhaps without knowing it.
Clara and its derivatives has been a
memliers of the committee, and not as
WANTED—Bookkeeper and typist.
Write
Though
always
occupied,
they
find
WANTED
stating experience and other qualifications.
a competition between systems of favorite with the poets whose verse to
K., COURIER-GAZETTE.
60 tf
shorthand. Miss Florence Hall of the lovely maids who have borne the time to smile, to help the unfortunate
WANTED—Table girl, inquire at THORN
Cony High School. Augusta, won first name are nlnmst too numerous and ex and to console the ill. They decline to
Advertisements In this column not to exceed DIKE HOTEL.
60-tf
place, transcribing her notes with but quisite to permit the selection of one. air tlieir virtues,! refuse to worry, carry
{ three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
WANTED—Maihinlst at LIVINGSTON MF<L
: for 50 cents
Additional lines 5 cents each
two slight errors, 1. e., with 99 1-3 per Tennyson has perhaps written the close to their hearts the priceless vial
48tf
| for c'te time. 10 cents 3 times Six words mak* CO.. Rockland.
32 to 40 ft. long
cent accuracy, while the second best
I a lir,.
most charming lyric around the name; of faith and never run away from tlie
WANTED—Housekeeper in family of three;
paper rated/ 98 1-6 per cent, with four
battle.
one
who
can
go
home
nights
preferred.
Call
Must have cruising accommodations
errors. Third place in 'the contest was everyone is familiar with his ‘‘Lady
461 -M between 9 and 4. or 876-W.
44-tf
They
contrive
to
love,
respect
and
for
four
people
and
be
equipped
with
Clnre.
”
won hy a writer of Hitman shorthand,
Lost and Found
> WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
If Clara would have the fullest bene co-ordinate, and thus they keep in galley, ice box, etc Low price ex
showing clearly that it was entirely
and female. Highest prices oaid. IOHN 8.
pected
for
spot
cash.
LOST
—
Suitable
Reward
will
lie
paid
for
the
harmony
with
tlieir
fellow
kin
by
be

RANLKTT, Rockville. Me Tel. 352‘H. 15tf
possible for a Hitman writer to ’place’ fits from the name she bears, she must
return of a large bunch of keys with a belt
in the contest and .that the system wear her talismanlc jewel, the car- ing sympathetic, friendly and helpful.
hrM on the ring. Return to CO I KIER-GAF. J. BRAUN
ZETTE.
67-69
used was given no consldtraton.
They accept honorable defeat as a
F or Sale
nelian. This warm-colored stone sup
"Considering that Mrs. Sargent, plies the contrast to the rather chill, form of victory, content with the glori
59 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
LOST—Tire on rim between Rockland and
FOR SALE—Fall and winter cabbage plants,
when asked if she could see any ob
South Thomaston. Friday or Saturday.
.1. Oc per hundred; $4.00 per thousand. L. E.
C7-C9
haughty beauty associated with the ous, courageous virtue of faith, in
THORNDIKE. Rockland Garage.
67*C9
jection to the conditions of the contest,
CLARK, 1 Lake Avenue, City. Tel. 321-1.
which they find their greatest consola
name.
A
carnelian
gives
courage
to
NOTICE—Notice is hereby given of "the loss __________________________________ 67*63
agreed that here was no possibiliy of
tion
when
tlie
discordant
noises
of
the
its
wearer
and
is
especially
to
he
de

unfairness, and that Miss Barter, who
of deposit book numbered 581 and tlie owner of
FOR SALE—A Ford Sedan. Low price for
said book asks for duplicate in accordance with cash. BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY. Rock
represented Rockland High School, sired hy one who uses her voice as world beat all around them.
land. Ma.
67-69
the
provisions
of
tiie
state
law.
SECURITY
Ever
seeking
the
brighter
things,
succeeded in making only sixth place singer or public speaker, as it insures
TRUST CO.. UNION BRANCH, by John H. Wil
FOR SALE OR TO LET- House 11 Hall street.
when the material was dictated at 92.3 strength of the vocal organs. Further they discover in them their own hap
Hams, Mgr.
Rockland.
LILLIAN BICKNELL, Ingraham
Union, Maine. May 25, 1923.
54-T-70
words a minute. Miss Driscoll, head of more it protects its wearer from in piness and the knack of imparting It to
Hill. Tel. 347-M.
67-69
STOREHOUSE at rear of Masonic
the Commercial Department of Cony jury, though to dream of it signifies im others, which, after all that is said
LOST
—
Between
Rockland
and
Warren,
black
FOR
SALE
Horse
—
good
worker
and
driver.
High 'School and manager of the con
nnd done, is the explanation of keep Block, Rockland. Two floors 100 ft. leather gauntlet driving glove. Return to DANA HOWARD WALL. Old County Road. Tel. 513-6.
A. SMITH. Warren.
«3«ln
test, states that she fails to see why pending misfortune. Tuesday Is Clara's ing the world attuned to Nature’s long, 35 ft. wide. Would prefer to
67*60
Mrs. Sargcy should question Mtas lucky day, and five her fortunate nutn
FOR SALE—Four second-hand upright pianos ;
grand diapason which gives to life Its let the whole building to one party.
Hall's title and issue her challenge for her.
two Columbia Phonographs, one Victor; three
sweetest laughter, songs nnd blessings.
1
o
Let
cylinder Editonn at $5 each; loo Columbia 12(© by the Wheeler Syndicate, Inc.)
dictation at 120 and 140 words a min
TELEPHONE 457
inch records at 75c each. STUDLEY’S MUSIC
Keeping in tune is not difficult for
ute or why Miss Hall should accept
•'
_ 53-,f
TO LET—Furnished cottage at Ginn’s Point, STORE, Rockland.
64-tf
those
who
keep
the
faith,
for
even
in
such a challenge."
Output of Gas in Texas.
Crescent Beach. Fireplace and garage. Mrs.
FOR SALE—Dairy Farm and Milk Route. 37
F.
H.
SANBORN.
Tel.
261-5.
67-tf
their
darkest
hours
they
seldom
strike
acres, 25 tillable, 12 acre3 pasture, two neverTexas has 313 natural gas wells,
failing wells, eight cows, one hull, one horse,
MRS WILBUR ALLEN
TO LET—(Jarnge. MRS. JENNIE BIRD. 13 wagons, farming and haying tools, 20 tons ice.
according to a late report, with an a wrong key of miss a measure of
Middle St.
67**69
their
joyous
song.
Handy 7-room house and cellar. Good ham
Edith, wife of Wilbur Allen, died at aggregate production of 1,300,000,000 (©, 1923 by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
50x50, two carriage houses, hen houses for 300
TO LET—Large front room, furnished. All hens.
her home May 24. after a short illness. cubic feet each day of 24 hours.
House furnishings if desired. Located
modern Improvemetrtt, hot uid eoM water. mile from
city. Owner’s death demands that
Mrs. Allen was of a cheerful disposition
Enquire at COURIER-GAZETTE G.FF’ICE.
everything
go a, a sacrifice. Address 173
What President Harding and
67*69
always looking on the bright side of
THOMASTON ST.. Rockland. Me.
67-69
life, and cheering those she came in
TO LET—Furnished room at 34 MASONIC
FOR SALE—Encyclopedia Britannica, Scrib
Governor Baxter Say.
‘at the"
touch with.
Mrs. Allen leaves to
ST.. Rockland.
67-69
ner’s edition. Muslin binding, extra fine con
“’North Nation!
67-69
mourn her loss little Thurley who has
TO LET—Seven-room cottage, with bath, at dition. $25. TEL. 19-3.
SUGGESTIONS BY JOHN BIRD CO. Crescent
always made his home in the .family,
Beach. Maine. Apply to \V. G. LABE,
FOR
SALE
Trucking
outfit.
Horse,
harness
STEPS TO
Waldoboro, Maine.
67-tf
and to whom Mrs. Allen gave a
and wagon. FRED P. KNIGHT, 12 Myrtle 8t.
5th
Year
67-tf
President
Harding,
representing
the
FINANCIAL
mother’s love. She also leaves her hus
TO LET—Two tenements, one up stairs and
Nation, and Governor Baxter the State one downstairs. Electric lights and Mush clos
band and one daughter, Mrs. Rudolph
FOR SALE—Ford Touring car. Enquire after
INDEPENDENCE
$780.
4 o'clock at 148 CAMDEN ST.
66-68
of Maine, are calling upon their people eta. J. H. MELVIN. 21 Gay 8t. Tel. 624 M
Eergeren; and her mother, Mrs. El-^
67-tf
Showing how
FOR SALE - -Four fox hound pups, four weeks
to curtail on the use of Sugar, thus
vira Allen. The funeral services took'
TO LET Larg»> front room with kitchenette
“bloooded stock.” Price ten dollars. F.
money
accumu- 4th Year
place at the family residence Sunday
mobilizing in a concentrated effort to all furnished for light housekeeping. All mod old.
G CREIGHTON, Union, Me.
66-71
// lates if you save
afternoon, May 27. Rev. Perley Miller
reduce the price.
ern. 36 SCHOOL STREET.
67*69
FOR SALE—16 second-hand windows, suit
$3.00 a week.
$624.
of the Baptist church conducting the
To those who are joining these high
TO LET—Two furnished front rooms at 186 able for hen house. If taken in one lot will
66-tf
services. The bearers were William
officials in this movement, John Bird CAMDEN ST. Tel. 289 W.
he sold cheap. CHESTER A. VOSE. Thomas
66-68
Pratt. Thomas McLain, Harry Patter
Company,
the
manufacturers
und
dis

TO
LET
—
Two
separate
furnished
rooms
with ton. Tel. 189-13.
3rd Year
bath.
Central
location.
14
MYRTLE
ST.
Tel
son and Ted Sprague. Mrs. Allen was
tributors of the Three Crow Brand, heg
FOR SALE—The late George Cox place at
T3-2.
64-66
Rockland
Highlands.
Seven
room
house
with
These figures show
41 years old. The interment took place
$468.
to call to tlie attention of such, ad
TO LET—Two furnished rooms suitable for electric lights, large barn and 2 acres of land.
only the actual amount
in Seaside cemetery. The floral tributes
vantages that may be derived from an
L. W. BENNER, Real Estate Dealer, No. 2, N'<».
light housekeeping. 14 BROAD ST.
64-,f
saved, and do not in
were many.
Main St.
w
increased use of our line of flavorings,
TO LET -Modern five-room apartment. Ap
clude the interest ac
pungent
spices
and
fragrant
herbs.
2nd
Year
FOR SALE-----Full blooded Collie, 11 months
SEGUIN LIGHT
ply to II. DAVIS, corner Main and Elm Street.
cumulated if money is
The Flavoring Extracts—Vanilla, ___________________________________ 49-tf
old. Write “B,” 159 Main St., Thomaston. Me.
$312.
deposited in an account
66*68
Lemon, Orange, Strawberry, Pineapple, TO LET—Desirable upstairs rent, with elec
William Clark. E. L. Smith, B. R.
with this bank.
Banana, Almond, etc., may be used in trie lights. No children. TEL. 142-4 or 518 M
FOR SALE—Dodge Bros. Touring Car, 1918,
Lunt and Adolph Stevens .are on the
63-tf
in fine running condition, at a bargain. Apply
bread puddings, or in any dessert
station working on the new fog signal.
65*67
TO LET—-Two furnished rooms for light COLONIAL CHAMBERS.
where the recipe calls for Sugar and all
1st Year
PROGRESSIVE METHODS
Mis. V. O. Beal and family spent the
housekeeping.
All
modern
conveniences.
Call
FOR SALE—Collie Pups. Inquire at SOUTH
nr
part
of
it
is
left
out
—
a
liberal
use
CORDIAL SERVICE
411-W.
CO-,f
CUSHING P. O.
S5.tf
weekend on Seguin.
$156.
of these flavors will go to offset the
EVERY FACILITY
Fil
William Clark, E. L. Smith, and B.
FOR SALE—Power boat 24 ft. long, 5 h. p.
TO LET—-Eight room flat on Main Street.
necessity
of
using
Sugar.
A
cent's
R. Lunt spent ft few hours with their
Modern improvements, bath, electric lights, etc. Hubbard engine, extra fast. All in running
Worth of flavoring added to many dish Inquire at RUBENSTEIN MROS., 494 Main St. order, boat newly. painted. LELAND MANN.
families in Portland and Yarmouth, Me
Two Bush Lt., Spruce Head, Me.
65-67.
62-tf
es make them inexpensive and palat
morial day.
FOR SALE - A rebuilt L. C. Smith typewriter.
able.
TO LET—Large office with steam heat; cen
Adolph Stevens holds the honors as
The ball-bearing typewriter with the light
59-,f
Please consider the vast range and ,rally located. VESPER A. LEACH.
“towing champion.” May 29 he rowed
touch. Apply CAMDEN HERALD.
65 67
TO LET—Property in Rockville, known last
uses of our aromatic Spices—Ginger,
to Popham Beach, returning at 9 p. m.
FOR SALE—Loam. Price reasonable. F. W.
summer
as
the
Priscilla
Tea
Room.
Would
Cloves, Cinnamon, Allspice, Nutmeg,
During his absence his mother called
FLETCHER 26 Valley View St. Tel. 591-5
make delightful summer home. Tel. 217-M.
lied, White and Black Pepper, Paprika,
64 69
by phone from Boothbay Harbor and
58-tf
Ground and Leaf Sage, Mace. A tea
when the message was delivered it was
FOR SALE—Restaurant and Lunch Room op
TO LET—In Vlnal Block, Thomaston, wore
spoonful of our Orange Peel Whole space first floor ; 2 front offices, second floor, all posite Hotel Rockland. Best location In city.
too late for him to reach her by wire.
Mixed Spice put into Ham when boil of third floor, suitable for factory or lodge Price reasonable. W. S. THOMPSON, on tiie
A look at the weather and a decision
64-tf
rooms. Third floor formerly occupied by K. of premises.
ing improves it more than Sugar.
was made. He was on his way to
I’, and is all fitted. Apply to H. H. STOVER or
FOR SALE—15 tons of nice hay at $15 ton:
Our Three Crow Soda will sweeten ERNEST (’. DAVIS. Rockland.
Boothbay. Leaving the station at 10.15
36-,f
also two tons not so good, $8 per ton. J. H.
Meats and make them more tender.
p. m. he reached Boothbay at 2 a. m..
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture. Moves SIMONTON. West Rockport. Me.
Our Three Crow Cream Tartar, a and musical instruments or anything that re
making a distance of about 23 miles.
FOR SALE—Several good farms at reasona
pinch in a glass of water, Hoover says, quires a dry, clean room Terms reasonable ble prices; also desirable city property. Pleased
He returned the following day at 5 p.
J R. Flye 221 Main 81.. Rockland
45tf
to show list. ROBERT U. COLLINS, 375 Main
is better for us than sweet drinks.
m. A high wind was blowing with a
Street.
58-tf
The range of uses of our Three Crow
rather sharixehop so it showed the
HOW TO SAVE TIME
FOR SALE—Cypress counters, shelves and
skill of an able seaman to cross from
Variety are so many, that you will find
fixtures
in
the
Vlnal
store,
Thomaston.
Apply
Miscellaneous
Boothbay that day.
If you have not been paying by check, it
them very helpful in aiding yuu to use
to HERBERT H. STOVER or ERNEST C. DA
less
Sugar.
VIS.
Rockland.
36-tf
It is rumored Fred Morong is to join
will surprise you to see how much time it
MEDIUM—PROF. LIBBv So. 2 Summer St.,
the “Seguin family.” V. O. Beal is
The Genuine Three Crow Brand is cor. Main. Tel. 665-11, tells you what you
FOR SALE—Horses, harnesses, carriages, and
will save you.
want to know daily, 1 to 10 p. m.
66*68
farm wagons; live poultry. II. R. GARDNER,
putting up an extra hook. Must be Mr.
labeled under the name of
New
County Road. Tel. 314-11.
62*67
It also saves money.
Morong will hang his hat there.
THE ATLANTIC SPICE COMPANY
PICTURE
FRAMING Furniture
repaired,
saws sharpened, ail kinds of shop carpenter
FOR SALE—Burpee’s Furniture Polish. Used
Rockland, Maine
It is the safe way to pay.
work promptly and carefully done. EDWIN H. In Rockland for sixty years. Large bottle 60c;
54-M
MAXCY, over Payson’s store, at the Brook.
small bottle 30c. BURPEE FURNITURE COM

Something to
Think About

CEDAR SHINGLES

BURT A. MURPHY

In Everybody's Column

CABIN CRUISER

TO

LET

PRICE OF SUGAR

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

YOUR CHECKING ACCOUNT IS INVITED

W. P. STRONG

4%' Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
T-S

WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER

The Rockland National Bank

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&S-tf

*
1

Rockland'. Maine

,IHmi[|IH!!!l;.'MEMBER FEDERAL -RESERVE SVSTEM iiijlljl

r

When You Are In Want
Of Anything
Try Our

WANT AD. COLUMNS

56-tf
PAPER HANGING—And Inside Painting. For PANY.
such work call 349-M. C. C. JOHNSTON. 16
FOR SALE—5 passenger touring car, flrstI’kasant St., City.
62*73
lass condition, cheap; pool table, first-class
ondition; also large electric fan.
BERT
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. Phot Edge. Cov MULLEN, at Legion Canteen.
55-tf
eted Buttons, Buttonholes, Plaiting. PHYLLIS
TOLMAN MORSE, 359 Main St. Tel. 868-M.
FOR SALE—3 small hen pens suitable for
53-tf
small flocks of liens, cheap. OVERN'ESS 8ARLADIES-’Reliable stock of hair goods a, KESIAN, Middle 8t. Hill. Tel. 568 W. 58-tf
Ihe Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mai1
Know the tremendous pull
orders solicited HELEN r RHODES
Ifilf
AUTO TRUCKING—And Furniture Moving ing power of Courier-Gazette
Prices reasonable. S. P. WADSWORTH, 56
Grace St. Tel. 258-4.
65-tf
ad’___ _

t

EveTT'Other-Day
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■jraaarerattr STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

In Social Circles
The arrival and departure of glints during
the vacation season is ot interest both to them
and their friends. We are glad to print such
Items of social news nnd will thank our friends
to supply ua with Information io this con
nection.
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Kirsch Curtain Rods can’t sag—never tarnish

STORE

DEPARTMENT
SINGLE, DOUBLE AND TRIPLE
RODS

COUCH COVERS
PORTIERES

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE ......................... ........................ 770

WANTED

At the Country Club, next Friday
night, a big attendance to a bully
good time. They have been having
very nlee times at their dances and
tine music. Next Friday night wc
waht ail the dancers to come, and
the Country Club House Committee
has given me the privilege of in
viting all members of the “AutoGo-To-lt" Club who are not mem
bers of the Country Club. Come
and see what a nice place we have
and what nice times we have.
Music by Marston’s Orchestra—and
they do make some music. Only
costs 75c a couple—lunches extra.
Come on, now, and have a good
time.
Ernest C. Davis.

f.

II.

stesSM-rr-:

T
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Mr. and Mrs. II. E. Edwards of Jackson, Mich., start Thursday on a motor
journey to the Maine coast, and will
spend the summer at their Ash Point
cottage.

Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Braun of Port
land were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs. E. S. May.

Miss Adella Brown, stenographer at
V. F. Studley's furniture store, is the
guest in Washington, D. C„ of her sis
ter, Miss Gertrude Brown, during
Shriners’ week. Miss Gertrude Brown
is employed in the agricultural depart
ment at Washington.

QUAKER CRAFT LACES AND NET
BY THE YARD
V* J*

■

’

Better Homes
in America
From JUNE 4th to JUNE 10th will be staged the second national demonstration of the

“Better Homes In America” movement.

OUR STOCKS OF FLOOR COVERINGS
DRAPERIES, including CRETONNES, TAPESTRIES, ETC., are quite complete, and wc

invite your inspection.
GENUINE LINOLEUMS for your floors, in all its grade; also LINOLEUM ART SQUARES.

FELT BASE CARPETS in all the several grades, including GOLD SEAL CONGOLEUM. by
the yard or ART SQUARES (about 30 different patterns). Our prices are always as
low as the lowest for equal grade, and we guarantee satisfaction.

F. J. Simonton Co.

Mr. and Mrs, James F. Savage and
daughter
Adelaide
of Waterbury,
Conn., Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. War
ner and Mr. and Mrs. S. Chilton
Frock’i- of Brookline, and Mr. and Mrs.
Edntands P. Lingham of Brighton,
Mass., were in the city Saturday to
attend the funeral of William H.
Brewer, whose remains they accom
panied to Rdckland. They returned
Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Young and sons
The regular business meeting of
Fred and Thomas were weekend Miriam Rebekah lodge will be held to
guests of J. F. Cooper. Mrs. Young
night.
and Thomas will remain for the week.

The Kalloch Class will meet at the
A. M. Newbert" of South Weymouth,
Mrs. Lizz.ie Newman, who has been
First Baptist Church Thursday even Mass., has leased tlie Jt R. Flye cot spending the winter ait 37 Limerock
ing. There is business to be transact tage at Cresent Beach for the sum street, left Sunday for Bny Point.
ed.
•
mer.
Miss Doris Hykr has returned from
Mrs. Waller Bay who has been visitThe officers of the Business and Pro a visit to Boston and New Hampshir
in Massachusetts and New York, has fessional Women's Club gave a lunch She was accompanied home by her
returned fo her home at Ash Point, eon Friday noon at the home ot Dr. cousin, Mrs. Florence Randall Weiser.
accompanied by Mr. Bay.
Mary E. Reuiter, in honor of Miss
Mal tha Bartlett, who was chairman of
Ralph Webber is home from Little
Dr. William Eli-ingwond leaves today the program committee and who has Rock, Ark., on account of the illness of
for Houlton to attend the joint meet talon a very active part in the Club's his mother, Mrs*. II. B. Webber. He is
ing of the Maine Medical Associa activities during the past year. Miss obliged to return as soon as possible in
tion and the Medical Society of Bartlett will be missed by the Club order to be present at a special ses
New Brunswick. From Houlton he will but she carries t-o Gardiner the well sion of legislature in which he has a
motor to Onancock, Va., and he ac wish.s of all its memliers. She was vital interest.
companied on the feturn trip by Mrs. presented with a very line fountain
Ellingwood who has been visiting in pen. Miss Alice Bartlett was among
During the coming fall and winter
the guests.
her old home city.
seasons plain fabrics again will take
first place, and fancy weaves in solid
Miss Frances Flanagan is having a colors are to follow in the order of fa
Mr. arid Mrs. Leroy Hupper and Mrs.
Tresaa Hooper of Martinsville and A. two weeks’ vacation from the Fuller- vor with the exclusives. Thus history
Waiter Simmons of Tenants Harbor Gebb-IAavIs store.
will repeat itself. In dress, women
were visitors in the city Saturday.
ultimately reach one of two extremes.
___
i
Doris, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Either they are all dolled up, or their
The Rockland colony in the city of Borgcrsun, entertained several of her attire is an example of beauty in
Flushing. I.. I., which includes Vivian friends in honor of her third birthelay simplicity. In every instance, the conBillings Roberts. Ogarith Rose Rugg, at her home on Clarendon street yes Hruetion shows an absence of stiffness,
Scott and Nettie Green Kittredge, and terday. Games and refreshments help which permits of soft folds on simple
Walter Bird, has been increased this ed to pass a happy hour. The guests draperies. As for styles. iAnart cheeks
month by the coming of Cecil and Eliz were Doris. Wendall and Fred Black look as promising as anything for
abeth Covel Copping to occupy their man. Virginia and Constance Snow, separate skirts. One style is outstand
newly completed house at 3522 167th Dorethy Witham. Elizabeth Rackliff. ing, however, in fancy skirting, viz.,
an unbalanced plaid. That is to say.
street. The Coppings are much pleased Funds Wails and Donald Borgerson.
with their lofty location, the cloverscented air and quiet nights, the only
dissenting voice being that of small
Katherine who sain “I wish 'at dog
next door would stay in his birdhouse 1’’

^eSTRANDTheatre
JOSEPH DONDIS, Manager—PHONE 892.
PERFORMANCES AT 2:00, 7:00 and 9:00—DAYLIGHT TIME

Mr. and Mrs. Alvah F. Staples,
motored from Boston Saturday. Mrs.
Staples remains for a week’s visit,
but Mr. Staples was obliged to return
Saturday.

We have the largest line of Rugs and

If you have not already seen the sensational I 2-rcel
picture—

Mrs. H. De F. Smith ot Amherst,
Mass., is the guest of her mother, Mrs.
C. F. Wood at “The Laprie."

All grades. All tagged at last year’s

Clarke B. Frost and family of Lis
bon, N. H.. are guests of Mrs. Frost's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bird.
Camden street.
The Pearsons family has arrived
from New York and is occupying the
summer dottage at Bay Point.

At the initial meeting of the execu
tive board of the Rubinstein Club last
-week, at the studio of Mrs. Copping,
president. Odd Fellows’ hall was agreed
upon as the meeting-place of the club:
revision of the membership list was
undertaken; and to each one of the
board was allotted the choice of a sub
ject and a chairman, and supervision
of a program. Light refreshments were
served preceding adjournment to June

Stonington Furniture Co.
313-315 Main Street.

L. MARCUS

Tel. 745-J

ROCKLAND, MAINE

a plaid in which the weft is a heavy,
wide stripe, while 'the warp or the up
and down is rather narrow. If there
be any one who rebels at the foregoing
layout of styles for next fall and win
ter, such may find consolation in the
statement that in blouse waists there
is to be enough fire for the whole ap
parel family.-—Dry Goods Economist.

WILLIAM H. BREWER

William H. Brewer, well known in
the shipbuilding industry, died last
Thursday at the home of his daughter,
Mrs. Cora Savage, in Waterbury, Conn.,
where he was visiting. He spent the
winter with his daughter, Mrs. E. P.
Lingham. The deceased was born in
this city Sept. 9. 1852, and for a long
period of years was master build'er for
local firms besides having charge of
shipyards in Richmond and «andy
Point. Shii>owncrs had a very high re
gard for his <alblli.ty, and craft bearing
the stamp of bis labors never failed to
make admiration in whatever port they

visZtrd. Aside from this vocation Mr.
Brewer lived very quietly—content
with the success he achieved by his
vocation, and finding his greatest
pleasure in Fhe affection showered up
on him by the members of his family.
Mr. Brewer is survived by four
daughters—Mrs. James F. Savage of
Waterbu^. Mrs. (’harles K. Warner
and Mrs. S. Chilton Crocker of BrookTin and Mrs. FzdmamLs P. Lingham of
Brighton. The funeral services were
held at the Burpee undertaking rooms
Saturday foenoon. Rev. E. V. Alien of
ficiating. Tlie bearers Were the hus
bands of the four daughters. The
burial was in Achorn cemetery.
Three big new freight engines, the
383. 384 and 385, arc attracting much
attention at the round house. These
machines are the largest ever run over
the Rockland branch .and must be put
ir. the Class O type, though much heav
ier than their sister machines of the
O family.

THE
COMEDY

TODAY
Goldwyn's Big Super Special
SIN
FLOOD”
NEWS
REVIEW

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
No need to tell the story.
the book—Rex Beach wroto

it. No need to tell how well
Thomas Mcighan plays tho
lead.

His name means to

pictures what ”14 Karat”

means to (told.

|i

YOU'LL

RAVE ABOUT THE

PICTURE —SO

WE

WILL

LEAVE THAT TO YOU !

lit I
liilW

\/

A ’
GREAT
STAR

The book mado good—

The play made good—
Tho picture made good—

And Tom

Mcnghan makes

good with beautiful LILA

LEE as the inspiration !

NEWS AND VIEWS

COMEDY FEATURE
AESOPS FABLES

Sex

ty

gCH

a

Qtwmunl (/idure

COMING FRIDAY-SATURDAY—ANITA STEWART in “A QUES

TION OF HONOR" and JACKIE COOGAN in “TROUBLE”

Home Of tlie Organ IVith the Human Voices

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Hull of Shar
on. Mass., are guests of Mr. Hull's
brother, Fred J. Hull.

Big stock of REFRIGERATORS, $11.50 up

The .whole world has read

RUGS AND ART SQUARES

Mr. and Mrs. William G. Williams
have returned from a fortnight's visit
in Annapolis, Md.

Our Couch Hammocks are in—the finest made.
We have them in all styles—Grey, Khaki and Cre
tonne Covered Mattresses of the very finest quality,
all National Springs, Chain Suspension, with and
without Awnings. Come in and try them.

THE OLDEST CARPET STORE IN KNOX COUNTY

The annua! meeting and election of
officers of the Business and i’rofesJohn Newman is in New York on sional Women's Club will be held
business for the W. O. Hewett Co.
Wednesday evening.
___
z

Charles Smith, who has been home
from Waterville an a short' visit, re
turned Sunday.
Mr. Smith is em
ployed in a candy manufactory, which,
by the way is located in the same
building that contains the law ^office
of another of Rockland’s sons, Carl
A. Biackington.

Jeum

'

Albion Caddy. Fred Cook and Sum
ner Waldron have returned to Ston
ington* after spending the weekend at
their homes.
29 at Mrs. Averill's. The drawing of
dates resulted thus: Oct. 12. Mrs. Bick
Miss Sadie Marcus went Sunday to nell: Oct. 26. Mrs. Averill: Nov. 9, Miss
Ellsworth where she exchanged her Holbrook; Nov. 23, Mrs. Nutt; Dec. 7,
Durant sedan for a' sports model Miss Ruggles; Dee. 21, Mrs. Stevens;
She returned by way of her home in Jan. 4. Miss Knowlton (child guest
Stoningfon and Bucksport ferry to day); Jan. 18, Mrs. Berry .guest day—
Rockland, having covered nearly 250 miscellaneous program): Feb. 1, Mrs.*
miles and crossing ferries four times. Bird; Feb. 15, Mrs. Joyce; Mar. 1, Mrs.
Cushing: Mar. 15, Mrs. Copping; Mar.
Mr. and Mrs. Lucius York left yes 2'.\Cluh Festivity and Annual Meeting;
terday for Portland ,to join the April 12, open meeting with Cantata.
Shriners’ excursion for Washington,
I). C. Stops will be made in New York
The Sunday school classes of Mrs.
and Philadelphia.
Fickett, Mrs. Judkins, Mrs. Emery and
Miss Leach of the First Baptist church
Mrs. Thomas Wiley has returned are requested to meet at the church
from Spruce Head where she has been parlors Wednesday afternoon at 4
visiting at her old home for the past o'clock to rehearse for Children’s Day
w< ?k.
music.
Mrs. Joseph Cohen of Boston and
Mrs. Abraham Cohen of Revere. Mass.,
will arrive this week and will be
guests of the former's soi., Harry
Cohen.

COUCH HAMMOCKS

QUAKER CRAFT
NET AND LACE CURTAINS

Miss Jean F. Ellis popular assistant
at the Rock hind Hair 'Store, has re
turned from a fortnight's stay in Bos
ton. where she improved her oppor
tunity to make a study of the latest
methods of hair dressing.

Seth B. Carkin, who was called here
by the serious illness of his father.
William Carkin. has returned to his
home in Rcchester, N. Y.

s

Armstrongs

Miss Hortense Mehan is visiting in
Portland.
Miss Bernice Richardson has returned
from Brunswick where she was a guest
at Bowdoin College xiuring ivy week.
Miss Richardson left yesterday for a
motor trij) through the Eastern part- of
the State.

&

"w

Albeit H. Clark arrived Saturday
from New York, and will spend tlie
month of June at his Rockland home.

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Berman of Lew
iston and Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Goldnintth of Orono were guests Sunday of
Harry Berman.
____ I
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Jaseph of
Fitchburg, Mass., motored to Rockland
Sunday, and are making a brief visit
with Mrs. Jasper's mother, Mrs. Emma
C. Porter of School street, who is con
valescing from a severe illness of sev
eral weeks.

' E.Ssi

■

Miss Clara Whalen who is a student
at the Andrew’ Taylor Still College of
Osteopathy and Surgery in Kirksville,
Missouri has arrived for the summer
vacation. The entire trip from Kirks
ville to Springfield. Mass., was made by
auto—three cars with students making
the journey.

Edward Bayard of Orono was in the
city over Sunday, a guest of his
brother, Clayton Bayard, who is a
member of the High School faculty.

• till

J fflWi

Aft Squares we have ever shown.

prices.
V. F. STUDLEY
283 Main Street - - - Rockland, Maine

“DOWN TO THE
SEA IN SHIPS”
<

MRS. THURLOW’S ICES
Who Has
Not Heard
of Their
Fame ?
So pure and delicious that A. M. G. Soule, Chief of the Division of In
spection, paid them the highest compliment, based on chemical test.
A ROCKLAND, ME., INSTITUTION 62-63-then-T&S

don t miss the opportunty which is afforded today

and tomorrow. There is no trickery in the

paramountPictures
Where You See Twice As Much For Half the Money

^EMPIRE

____________ LAST TIMES TODAY
Marguerite DeLamotte
Sherlock Holmes
—IN—

—IN—

‘Hound of the Baskerville’
“A Woman’s Woman’
HAROLD LLOYD
COMEDY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
VIOLA DANA
MAHLON HAMILTON
In a Romping Carnival of
Laughter

NOISE IN NEWBORO”

FAMOUS WHALEBOAT SCENE

Some Noise !

HAROLD

It is the real thing. And the other amazing scenes

—IN—

“The Midnight Guest”
From the Story by Rupert Julian, of
a girl’s struggle to redeem tho man
she loved

LLOYD

COMEDY

FRIDAY-SATURDAY—HOOT GIBSON in ‘SINGLE HANDED”

are genuine photographic art.
’A. slightly increased admission price evenings.
THURSDAY: GRACE DARLING in “EVERY MAN'S PRICE"

Theatre 4

ALL THE TIME—5c, 10c, 17c

iat'5

IN

Every-Other-Day
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THE

MUSICAL

WORLD

YEMEN, THE LAND

Gossip of Singers and Players Well Known To Music
Lovers In These Corners of Maine.
Miss Stahl's pride in these advanced
pupils is well justified, as was proven
at this recital. In addition to the fine
technique they have acquired, the
numbers were played with style and
spirit. The program in whole was a
very enjoyable one.
♦ » » *
General Music Notes
Apropos of the item which appeared
last week regarding teachers and re
citals, the following comes to our no
tice at a most opportune time:
“Clouds they are without water.”—
Moonlight Sonata (1st movement Beethoven
Chant sans Paroles
Tschaikowsky Jude 1:12. This text was spoken about
Rubinstein • teachers, and the teacher today, as
Romance
Scharwenka 2.000 years ago, may look to his own
Polish Dance
Fay Merrill
work, for it is possible to be accurate
Piano
MacDowell and industrious, to be much concerned
Improvisation
MacDowell about facts and discipline and examin
A Scotch Poem
Grieg
Papillon
Grieg ations. and a shallow kind of culture,
Norwegian Dance
Eleanor Merrill
and yet to be wanting in the power of
*CeFlo
discipline and transformation of char
Fischer
Au Bord d'un Ruisseau
Tschaikowsky acter, which are the worthy ends of all
Barcarolle
Cul education.
The real office of teacher
Orientate
Marjorie Curtis
is in a kind of spiritual illumination, a
Dorothy Curtis. Accompanist
kind of quickening of life by life, be
Piano
Godard neath the sheltering conduct of which
Berceuse (Jocelyn)
Seebocck all great and worthy things are nur
Minuet a l’Antico
La forgo
Romance
Po’.dini tured."—Dr. Gaius Glenn Atkins.
Poupee Valsante
• * * *
Fay Merrill
Plano
Louis Graveure, who has won an en
Rachmaninoff
Prelude. C sharp minor
— ’Triste
T'— i I . .
Tschaikowsky viable place in the music world as a
<4 1.hanron
Godard lieder singer, says the English is the
2d Waltz Brllliante in B flat
Eleanor Merrill
best singing language and that the
prejudice against English is all the in
fluence of Italy and Italians. And an
The first of Miss Margaret Stahl’s
alien tongue tells us this, too!
annual piano recitals was given Mon
• • • •
day evening. May 28. in the vestry of
Within the year after the perform
•the Vniversalist church, the .junior pu
ance of the opera, “Clari the Maid of
pils being presented. The little ones
Milan,’’ in which the melody and words
acquitted themselves in the most cred
of “Home, Sweet Home” form the leit
itable manner, reflecting the thorough
motif. the publisher had sold more
and fine teaching of Miss Stahl. Fol
than 300.000 copies and reaped a profit
lowing is the program as it was given: of more than 2,000 guineas. Payne,
Duo—In the Ballroom
Schytte
who gave us this song, got nothing of
Ruth Lawrence and Margaret Hellier
Terry this or subsequent sums. Within five
Broomstick March
Bixby years the song had been heard by a
The Music Box
Barbara Blaisdell
Gardner traveler in the wilds of Arabia. Today
Mister Jack Frost
and for decades past this composition
Maurice Nosworth.v
Erb has been so much a part of the life
The Busy Spider
Hugh Benner
of every civilized nation that it has
Rogers
Marching Along
Bilbro rightly been called “the greatest song
The Grasshopper
Barbara Elliot
man ever wrote.’’
• • • •
Rogers
Galloping Horses
Willis Sullivan
Mephisto tells us that On one occa
Smith
Bofiyanna Waltz
Cramni fcion Chickering Hall was crowded to
The Hopper Toad
Cynthia Wasgatt
hear de Pachmann. In those days on
Harker
The Hunter’s Hom
Cramni the front of every concert grand there
Two Little Froggies
was hung a mahogany board with the
Harold Halligan
Erb name of the maker in gold. DePach’Tis Raining. ’Tls Raining
Bilbro
The Little Toe Dancer
mann came out, smirking and smiling
Margaret Thomas
Jenkins on the stage saw the placard took it
t)n the Mountain Top
Theodore Bird
down and danced on it before the audi
Sartorio
Duet—Go Ahead
ence until he had broken it up. He
Myrtle and Mildred Sprague
Spencer then bowed, sat down at the piano and
Fireflies’ FroTc
Dennee with an occasional grin at the ladies in
Hide and Seek
Elizabeth Duncan
Tp and Away March
Krentzlin front, played his Chopin numbers as he
Krentz'.in alone could. When the concert was
Dance in the Woods
Vivian Hall
over, Mr. Chickering, a tall, handsome
Courtney man and a cultured gentleman, met
The Lonely Rose
Myrtle Sprague
Krentzlin him in the artists’ room and congratu
J.a Ghana Mazurka
Ellcnberg lated him on his success. DePachmann
Twilight
Ruth Packard
apologized for smashing the sign. He I
Ellwenreieh
Bpinning Song
said he was impelled by an uncontroll
Mildred Sprague
Godard able emotion to show that he was not
Valse In B Flat
Margaret Hellier
the advertising agent for a piano house
Hartung
Duet—A Festal Day
but an artist. ‘Oh,’’ said Mr. Chicker
Margaret Everett and Mk.3 Stahl
Nevin ing.’’ I can fully understand your un
Narcissus
Ruth Lawrence
controllable emotion. At the same time
Dennee
Tarantella
the audience would have known that it
Mary Bird
Nevin was a Chickering grand, even though
Barcheua
Glllet it were not played by a De Pachmann!”
Silent Night
Gladys Oliver
• * • •
Hein3
•Silver Nymphs
An English paper says that Johann
Alice Hellier
Rossi Sebastian Bath, if he could slip in
Spin 1 Spin !
Margaret Everett
Merkel among the audience at a latter-day
Butterfly
Torjussen pianoforte recital,'would be spellbound
Lo the Rising Suu
John McInnis
by the beauty of tone and the range of
Quartette 2 pianos) La Caprlcicuse Valse
Eggeling power tiiat have marked the develop
Ruth Lawrence, Alice Hellier, Margaret Hellier ment since his days of the “clavie?,”
Miss Stahl
whose future he secured. "That re
This recital wtfs followed by that of minds me,” says Mephisto, "that none
Miss Stahl's advanced pupils on Thurs of the great composers, with the in
day evening. May 31, assisted by Mrs. sufficient orchestras and immature in
Katherine Veazie, soprano, and Miss struments of their time heard their
Gladys Jones, mezzo-contralto. The own music as we hear it today.”
» ♦ ♦ »
program is given complete below:
We arc quoting from an interesting
Duo—Taran telle
Heller
Marion Richardson and Miss Stahl
article that appeared in Musical Amer
Elfin Dance
Werner ica a short time ago with reference to
Marion Ingraham
Impromptu Valse
Hamer Paderewski.
Charles Tweedie
"In his absence from the concert
Contralto—Just You
Burleigh platform. Mr. Paderewski played only
Ships That Pass in the Night
Stephenson three times—once at his ranch at Paso
A Memory
Ganz Robles on the anniversary of his wife’s
Miss Jones
Yesterglow
Hamer birthday; once at one of the Peace
Conferences when he played for CieMarion Clarke
The Swallows’ Message
Seybo’.d menceau, and on a third occasion while
Marion Richardson
traveling on a British battleship to
Soprano Solo—Selected
Danzig.
There was an old cottage
Mrs. Katherine Veazie
Duo—Marche from “Scenes Pittorcsqucs’’
piano on board, and when the officers
Masseut gathered in the smnkeroom one evening
Marion Clarke and Miss Stahl
Valae Chromatique
Godard he played for them. As he did so. he
Mary Wasgatt
broke one of the pedals. The officers
Vanderpool if moved it, had it mounted in gold, and
Contralto—I Did Not Know
Home Song
Manning
When the Roses Bloom
Reichardt now it is one of Paderewskis most
ticasured possessions.
Miss Jones
Quartet from "Rigoletto”
(Verdi-Spindler)
“It is- the pianist's custom when on
Robert Tweedie
Rhapsodie Hongro.se (No. XV.i
Liszt tour to enjoy a spell of relaxation after
dinner, which is taken late at night,
Gertrude Saville
Friml when the recital is over. He took with
Reflection
Shadow Dance
MacDowell
him on this campaign his own cook
Winola Richan
The Last Smile
Wollenhaupt an American negro who has been with
Elizabeth Hager
him for twenty-nine years. At night
Quartette (2 pianos)—Overture to "Euryantlie” with the cares of the recital over for a
w b r
Miss Richan. Miss Stahl Miss Saville, Miss Lamb few hours at least, the pianist usually

OF COFFEE AND KHAT

Fay and Eleanor Merrill, daughters of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Merrill of Newtonville, Mass., (Mrs. Merrill was formerly
Miss Lena St. Clair of this city) ap
peared in a piano recital at the studio
of Miss Dorothy Curtis. 297 Walnut
street, Newtonvllle, Sunday evening,
May 27. They were assisted by Miss
Marjorie Curtis, cellist. The many
Rockland friends of these young ladies
wish they might have been in the audi
ence to have heard and enjoyed the fol
lowing interesting program presented:
Piano

GRAPES
Rich, ripe, healthful grapes,
grown in the famous vineyards
of Southern Europe — produce
the cream of tartar from which
Royal Baking Powder is made.
The most eminent authorities
in the world say cream of tartar
makes the best and most health
ful baking powder.

ROYAL

Baking Powder
The ONLY nationally distributed
Cream of Tartar Baking Powder
Contains No Alum—Leaves No Bitter Taste
V
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CE-COLD—that’s
the best way to
have Clicquot Club.
The coldness brings out its tang and sparkle
and freshness. Every time your throat
feels parched, call for the friendly Eskimo
boy., He's the best little “unparcher”

I

on earth.
Order Clicquot Club by the case
from your grocer or druggist
The Clicquot Club Company, Miliia, Maas., U. S.

A.

ei-

GINGER
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'Massacre of Jews in Yemen brings
to a crisis an animosity that has been
brewing for many years and already
it. led to considerable emigration of I
ews from southwest Arabia to Pal-I
stlne,” says a bulletin from the
Washington. 1). C„ headquarters of
the National Geographic Society.
'in Yemen Jews suffered persecu
tions of a peculiar si rt. They could
reel no buildings more than two
iries high, they were forbidden to
ntcr a town on horseback, and even
hen meeting a Moslem on a country
road they had to dismount in passing
in.
THeir worship was not prohibited
though they were permitted to build
synagogues or schools. Of Ytmen's
million or more population the Jews
ire believed to number at least 75,000.
They lived cither In towns of their own
or in quarters of larger cities.
Coffee Trade Deserts Mocha
Yemen's American fame rests prinal|y upon the familiar name of an
ilinost deserted city. Mocha, through
which coffee no longer comes, where
debris clutters the streets, where only
mosques remain intact.
‘Coffee still is a major crop of Ye
men, but it is exported principally
through Hodeida, and in even greater
quantity via Aden, port of the British
protectorate to the south, which today
s the commercial neck of the Bed Sea
bottle.
Order coffee in Yemen, however,
and you will not repeat the experiment.
For the Arabians of coffee-land prefer
he husks of the berries, and the brew
therefrom has been compared to hot
barley water. To the occidental mind
this concoction affords neither flavor
nor stimulus.
The Yemenite looks
elsewhere for a stimulant—to khat—
singularly little-known leaf with a
mighty mental 'kick' which is used al
most universally in this region.

Telephone
Directory
CALI LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE
NEWSPAPER

Call 837-M
SEA VIEW GARAGE

Chevrolet Cars, parts and
Service Station. Auto Acces
sories.
689 Main St., Rockland

Call 770
and tell us to send you

The Courier-Gazette
, 156 times a year for only $3,
All the Home Newt

AUTOMOBILE AGENCY

I C E

Call 238

CALL 50

Rockland Motor Mart

t : for i t

CADILLAC
BUICK 4 and 6 CYLINDER
PLEASURE CARS
G. M. C. TRUCK8

ICE
Central Ice Co.
MOVING

AUTO ACCESSORIES

Call 238

Rockland Motor Mart
a full lins of
ACCESSORIES AND TIRES

CONFECTIONERY STORE
HOME MADE CANDIES

ICE CREAM

Weymouth’s
Telephone 155-M

MOVING
I 5 Auto Trucks for moving and
long distance hauling of all
kinds. We move you anywhere
in New England. You save
Crating, Time arid Money,
H. H. STOVER CO.
Tai. hit
Union St., Rockland
Finaat Eguipmant In Maine

9

MONUMENTS
Telephone Connection

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Me.
ARTISTIC MEM0RIAL8

402 Main Street
Khat is Kola of Yemen Arab
"What wine is to the European, the
EXIDE BATTERIES
HARDWARE AND PAINT8
poppy to the Chinaman, bhant to the
SARSAPARILLA
ROOT BEER
BIRCH BEER
Call 238
Telephone 205
Indian or kola to the West African,
SPECIAL INVITATION
khat is to the Yemen Arab.
Rockland
Motor
Mart
to meet a Factory Representa
Khat is not a beverage, the fresh
leaves are chewed. In a land where
tive at our store June 4, 5, 6,
EXIDE BATTERIES
disease and pain are rife a plant
who will demonstrate ChiFor
Every
Car
hich soothes but is less harmful than
Namcl Stains and Varnishes.
opium or alcohol seems to be a bless
Special Prices on
H. H. Crie & Co.
ing until medical science gains some
RADIO BATTERIES
45fi Main Street. Rockland
headway.
Yemen
landscapes
abound
in
GARAGE
By A. HYATT VERRILL
coffee-plant terraces. Precious watgr
LAUNDRY WORK
How to Make and Use It
Copyright by Harper A Brothers
ilieeted in cemented cisterns, and
Call 170
Call 124
the higher altitudes which are most
ivorable for the crop often are unPeople’s Laundry
Dyer’s Garage. Inc.
lvorable for marketing.
Donkeys!
17 Limerock Street
XIV. INDUCTANCES AND TUNING COILS
pick their way along circuitous moun
REPAIRING, STORAGE
We do all kinds of Laundry
tain paths 'with extremely small load®, i
In order to receive and hear sounds while in other sets there are two,
Work. Family Washing a Spe
AND SUPPLIE8
cialty. Wet Wash.
Rough
sent from transmitting stations by pflmarj» and secondary Fig. 33, and The donkey trail taps some caravan;
Agent for
ute
and
then
the
grower
is
faced
by
j
Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirts,
radiophones dearly and without inter as a rule the coll should be tapped
high charges plus risk of. marauders.
DODGE BROTHERS CARS
Collars.
ference or confusion, a device of some and the circuit connected at the tapBandits Stop Caravan Routes
sort Is required which will cut out all off Fig. 34. This is best done by tak
“The Moslem rulers dislike the Jews,
waves save those desired. This is ing a loop or twist in the wire at the
known as “tuning" and the instruments desired point and then continuing and many Arab tribes oppose the re
EMPIRE THEATRE
or appliances used to accomplish it winding as Fig. 33. Of course, in mak gime of the Iinniain. whose scepter is
supposed
to
be
deicended,
in
direct
are called ‘‘tuners." There are now ing the connection at this tap-off the
There's a splendid entertainment at
line, from Fatimah. daughter of the
great many different devices for wire should be scraped free of insula
Prophet. The Seyyids. who hold they the Empire today (as there is every
tuning, such as tuning-coils, loose tion to make the Joint, after which it are descended from Mohammed, be day) with the showing of Marguerite
Ills the Patented Features
couplers, varlo-couplers. variometers, should be wrapped with adhesive tape. lieve the irnmani to be infallible and De 1,-iMotte in "A Woman’s Woman."
the Special Materials ant
variable condensers, etc. Of these, In making these simple inductance attribute to him powers of divination. A splendid story with a superb cast,
Workmanship thatnuthe
all but the variable condensers (which coils it is best to put on more turns The south Arabians, or tribesmen. land it reveals a lot of things about the
hold him in no such religious venera-! falr scx ,hat if,"orth while knowing,
-zyfeBIg Difference
see) are colls of various types, the of wire than you think is actually re
tion. They are the most numerous ell'hanb.m character ai d detecUve
t MA1.ER5 EVERYWHERE tfWChs
simplest, but by no means the most quired, as it is far easier to remove
ag.t in "The
.......................... ,
__ Sherlock Holmes is here again
L
WTOWfRCO.-I,
>(
efficient, being the simple tuning-coils. one turn at a time, until the desired ement of the population, and they go Hound of The Baskervilles’’ from the
* BOSTON r These consist of a col) of bnre wire wave length Is obtained, than It is armed.
story
by
A.
Conan
Doyle
and
as
usual
"In the lowlands of Yemen these
wound about a core or cylinder of to add turns after the instruments are semi-nomadic peoples raise tents of with the assistance of Doctor Watson
the guilty culprit is eaught,and pun
set
up.
Similar
simple
colls
are
used
wood, fibre or pasteboard and pro
matting where the grazing and water
vided with sliding contacts as shown in many parts of receiving sets, such are good, and acquire no furniture ished. No, siree! They do not escape
in Fig. 30, in which A is the coll, B. as the radio-choke In Fig. 59, L, etc. which would hinder their quick migra the clutches of Sherlock Holmes.
Coming Wednesday and Thursday,
By making several tap-offs and then tion. Highland villages are fortresses,
the slide rod and C, the slideh
Viola Dana the petite little star will be
standing
frequently
on
a
erest
of
bare
leading
them
to
the
various
contacts
By moving the slider from coil to
seen in a laughable comedy drama
coil of the wire the wave length of of a multiple-point switch. Fig. 36, rock, and lift formidable tower ram “Noise In Newboro,” and she makes
parts.
the receiving instruments may be ad C, excellent results may be obtained
“The Fireproof WailboanT*
‘Yemen’s hides now vie with coffee it all herself. It’s a scream from this
justed to catch the desired sounds especially with the smaller crystal sets
mis-h’.evous little imp who gets into a
as a valuable expert. These, too, are
,
.,
, .
,
, ,
,
with
a
single
simple
coil.
Another
way
of that wave length. Such coils are
...
,
, . . ' perk of trouble and drags her friends in
It Comes in Standard Sizes
entrusted to camel caravans which n.ft.
1
,
’g. oil
after li/.e
her. But Jf
it's
all t».
in fun
fun. Thn
The nnm
comvery easily made by winding a paste by which waves of varying length bear them to Aden for shipping.’’
Sheetrock, the *-eproof
par ion feature is Grace Darling and
board tube—which should be soaked may be received by means of simple
wallboard, comes in stand
Mahlon Hamilton, two favorite stars in
in melted paraffine to render It water coils without tuning devices, is to have
ard size unite ready to ba
"The Midnight Guest,” the story of a
several
coils
of
various
sizes
so
ar

proof—with bare copper wire about
STRAND THEATRE
put up easily, quickly and
girl primarily—and of a man. She
No. 18„ making about 40 turns and ranged that they may be connected or
economically. And Sheet
had none of the advantages of educa
The moving picture world s-tands tion or training—she was a thief: He
leaving a space of about 1-16 inch be disconnected with your set at will
rock economy means last
tween the turns. If two or more sliders This may be done, either by mean aghast nt some of the daring sctne3 was a gentleman of leisure, rich, cul
ing economy. Because
8heetrock is made from
or contacts are arranged still finer of plugs and sockets as In Fig. 36 shown in "Down To the Sea in Sli ps,” tured and refined. He caught her and
rock. Sheetrock walls and
adjustment will be attainable while, A. or by switches with several con which will entertain multitudes of in his hatred he recommended that she
ntrona today and Wednesday. A frail be jailed, little thinking that the day
ceilings are fireproof and
by providing rotary switches with five tacts as shown In Fig. 36. B. Still
boat and its six occupants towed at
can not warp, shrink or
contacts as shown in^Fig. 31, still bet finer adjustment may be obtained by express tr.iin sp ed toward 3050 miles was to come that he would love her.
buckle. Our trucks make
A
Harold
Lloyd
laugh
tonbis
also
providing
each
coll
with
a
slider
or
ter results will be secured. Although,
of open water, through a sea lashed or. the program which marks another
quick deliveries of Sheet
as stated, these coils are easily made, similar tuning device. This will give into foam by a maddened whale. A splendid program for the Empire which
rock.
yet they are so cheap that many pre a wide range of wave lengths and will sudden turn; a shout. “Look out, he’s is coming with regularity.—adv.
fer to purchase them ready made rather obviate all need of taking turns off the heading for us!” ’! e oars are splin
W. H. GLOVER CO.
than bother making them.
Simple eoils and as such colls are very easy tered along one sidi of the whaleboat;
Those small ads In The UoutinROCKLAND
coils or Inductances, however, are even to make you can have as many as you before the startled crew can hackwater, the monster of the deep is upon Gazette are read by every body. That
simpler, ag they consist merely of desire of different sizes.
A flip of its death-dealing Is why they are so popular and
Another very different type of in them!
a few turns of insulated copper wire
fluk;--." and both craft and its occu affective.
ductauce-coll
consists
of
two
windings
wound on a pasteboard tube, the num
pants are tossed high in the air. The
ber of turns depending upon the wave known as primary and secondary, and boat falls back into the sea a battered
lengths to be received. In some sets are similar to the ordinary sparking wreck, its crew floundering about in
there 1r hut one coil or helix Fig. 32, colls used In older type automobiles shark infested waters. Such is the
climax of the most astounding piece of
realism ever photographed—a motion
played cards. I was at the concert at
PARK THEATRE
picture made in the broad reaches of
Toledo and after dinner w- played
mid-Atlantic, with a 90 ton sperm
linker till a quarter of an hour after
It is needless lb say that everybody whale as the principle actor, and the
midnight, when I had just time to
who saw "The Sin Flood.” which has it hand of chance directing as fierce a
eateh my train back to New York. It
last showing today, has been more than battle between man mammal as the
may happen even at that late hour, af
pleased with the splendid entertain long history of whaling has ever
ter the most exhausting concert, that ment the gieat story unfolds. Big i
known. This is only one incident in a
Mr. Paderewski cannot sleep, and he
thought and theme and action—big in
Keep the upper hand of them. PESTER THEM,
will then go on playing solitaire as a its characterization—big in cast, it story which has not depended upon
trick photography; a picture which
further relaxation. The people who
with our Sprays
Insecticides — Killers.
should hi- the kind of photoplay that tells a sweet love story, intermingled
hunt for autographs are continually
would plena everybody. A big mess
Taking as
pursuing Paderewski, and frequently ago that goes across the silver sheet with sinister conspiracy.
Our 180 page catalogue suggests
big piles of their books are carried on with a 'bang:” and imparts a feeling his theme a delightful love story of
many items that "do the work”. Send
Quaker life in the whaling city, when
to the train by his secretary. He signs
of satisfaction for having seen it. The New Bedford was the headquarters of
for your FREE copy today. Buy your
as many as possible of these. Some news and comedy complete the pr
that industry. Director Clifton has
needs of the local store selling K&W
times a book is lost, and then there is
gram.
cleverly transformed it into a film epic.
no end of trouble, and much telegraph
goods. You will find that you will
Tomorrow ai)d Thursday, Thomas The photography is nothing short of
ing to and fro in the search for it."
buy satisfactory goods.
(,„)
Meighan and I.ila Bee, two of the fa remarkable and gives rise to wonder as
» * * *
vnrites with Rockland movie fans come to how much of it could be accomplish
KENDALL A WHITNEY
“Music makes for better citizenship. in Rex Boa- h's great story "The Ne1
PORTLAND. MAINE
ed.
It will drive out envy and bate, which Do-Well." All the tense moments, i
Supplying Farmers* Needs Since 1858.
'Every Man’s Price,” a society
do so much to poison the well-springs the ri h romance, all the splendid heart
drama of love and temptation, in which
of our life. Whenever our people gath interest of all the Meighan pictures
the exquisite star, Grace Darling, has
er together I would have music, for it one glorious production.
Everybody the leading role, will be the attraction
bring# happiness and contentment.’’— loves to see the "under dog" light hi
Thursday.
This remarkable photo
James J. Davis, Secretary of Labor in way to the top. Prying open the heart
drama deals daringly with the problem
President Harding’s Cabinet.
of a man whom everybody thought was of buying men’s souls, and is based on
* * * *
ROCK L. AND
SAVINGS
BANK
a good-for-nothing — exposing the the belief that every man has his price,
We are used to Europe’s great artists struggle, the disappointments, the bat
whether
that
price
be
love,
honor,
coming to America, but occasionally tie with fate and circumstances until
ROCKLANb, - - - MAINE
wealth, position or fame. In this par
America reciprocates the compliment, he finilly steps out of himself and
ticular story the man is offered a choice
as is noted by »the announcement that blossoms forth the envy and pride
X
between a high position of honor and
Merle Alcock, contralto, who has re
Office Hours—Daylight Saving
.ee is tii
influence
or
the
happiness
of
a
wo

cently joined the Metropolitan forces, tion. Thomas Meighan is seen in the
will be heard in the older world for the role of Kirk Anthony, the wayward son man's love. The sacrifice of one would
9 to 3
first time this summer singing in opera. of a railroad magnate. While earous bring him the other, but in this case
he rejects both—losing only to gain.
ing with some associates he meets
This seeming paradox is wonderfully
Saturdays 9 to 1 2
crook who poses as a detective. The told—the situations are intense ard
HOPE
crook suggests that it would be a great the climaxes thrilling, and combined
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Coding have joke to ship Kirk to Panama without
Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent
moved back on the ihi.ll having lived cent in his pockets. No sooner said with the artistic portrayals of the in
teresting characters in the play, the
the pa&t season in T. B. Noyes house than done. What follows makes the
gorgeous gowns and settings, "Every
at the “corner.’’
most absorbing entertainment that ev Man's Price" stands nut alone as the
The dance last Friday night at cr flowed from the pen of Bex Beach
finest offering of the year.—adv.
True’s ha.ll was much enjoyed by all A comedy feature and News and Vie
who attended, it being the first of the completes the program.—adv.
season. Another will be in order for
FULL LINE OF
next Friday night. June 8, with Dean’s
Orchestra.
COLUMBIA RECORDS
to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep eur second
Ralph Newcomb and family from
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
STONINGTON
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Massachusetts arrivf’d at the Co<»se
furniture for your old; alto ranges and musical instruments.
cottage, where they will spend the
Tha Famous Shaft Mjaio you laa aivar
FURNITURE CO.
tiled in all tha leading magazinaa. 0»af
summer.
2200 seloctiont—tend for catalogug.
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Libby and Mr.
279-285 MAIN STREET
It-tt
ROCKLAND, MAINE
and Mrs. Eugene Thomas of Camden
MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland, Mo.
called on L. G. Pease Sunday.
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FISH BRAND SUCKER

SHEETROCK
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SHEET MUSIC 15c

WANTED
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